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Summary 

How genetic variation is maintained in the face of strong, directional selection has been a 

long-standing interest of evolutionary biologists. The lek paradox – where female mate 

choice for genetic benefits erodes genetic variation among males, which paradoxically 

precludes choice from providing the genetic benefits that are the basis of the choice – is a 

pertinent example of this problem. The genic capture hypothesis provides a resolution to the 

lek paradox by suggesting that the premise that choice erodes genetic variation is false 

because costly display traits are condition-dependent and reflect an individual’s genome-wide 

mutational burden. This genome wide burden is so large that variation is effectively 

inexhaustible and, therefore, choice can result in good genes benefits to females and genetic 

variation is maintained, despite directional selection, through mutation-selection balance. In 

this thesis, I provide a comprehensive test for the nature of genetic variation underlying male 

mating success in the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster. Mating success incorporates all 

components of precopulatory sexual selection. This is crucial because, despite heritable 

variation for univariate sexually selected traits, recent multivariate analyses have supported 

the lek paradox in showing no genetic variation available to choosy females, and, therefore, 

no genetic benefits of choice. I used the choices of D. melanogaster females in binomial mate 

choice trails to directly select on male mating success. After 14 generations of selection for 

winners and losers, males from success-selected populations (four replicates) had 

significantly higher mating success than males from failure-selected (four replicates) and 

control populations (four replicates), demonstrating that there is genetic variation in male 

mating success and that choosy females benefit by producing attractive sons. Using these 

novel experimental lines, I tested models of mate choice and the maintenance of genetic 

variation using a range of approaches. The evolution of male mating success correlated with 

the load of deleterious, recessive mutations affecting viability, where flies from failure-

selected populations suffered inbreeding depression compared to flies from success-selected 

populations that did not. I found no evidence for trade-offs with other key fitness-related 

traits, only the positive coevolution of sperm competitiveness, suggesting that mutations are 

an important source of variation in male mating success. To confirm this, I sequenced the 

genomes of flies from these populations. While I identified no highly influential mating 

success genes, success-selected populations consistently demonstrated the pattern of reduced 

genetic variation at loci associated with divergence, further suggesting that the maintenance 
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of genetic variation is not mediated through balancing selection, but rather mutation-selection 

balance. In all populations, male mating success remained susceptible to inbreeding, 

suggesting that, even in success-selected populations, numerous genes of small effect still 

influence mating success as predicted by the genic capture hypothesis. I then tested whether 

or not the sex comb, an exaggerated sexually dimorphic trait, is an indicator of the genetic 

quality of males. Sex combs in failure-selected populations evolved to be ‘condition-

independent’, but were condition-dependent in success-selected populations, directly 

demonstrating that sexual selection enforces the condition-dependent honesty of this display 

trait, and that sex comb size signals the genetic quality of males. Finally, I utilised selection 

and inbreeding responses from these experiments, as well as from a separate size-selection 

experiment, to evaluate, through a series of simulations, whether or not the ratio of 

inbreeding effects to selection response is a useful method for quantifying the contribution of 

rare, partially recessive alleles and intermediate-frequency alleles to quantitative trait 

variation. I advocate the use of this biometric approach in conjunction with viability assays to 

build a large body of empirical data on the importance of rare, recessive alleles in 

maintaining variation in quantitative traits. In conclusion, I have provided novel evidence for 

the evolution of male mating success and the genic capture hypothesis. My research has 

important implications for understanding the selective pressures acting on female choice and 

the evolutionary forces maintaining genetic variation. 
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Female mate choice for genetic benefits should erode variation among males and preclude 

choice from providing genetic benefits. This lek paradox is a particularly challenging 

example of the evolutionary question as to what maintains genetic variation in fitness. 

Decades of theoretical and empirical research had ‘put the lek paradox to bed’, but recent 

multivariate treatments of the question have fuelled its re-emergence. While additive genetic 

variation underlying any univariate traits is typically abundant, negative genetic correlations 

among traits might constrain their evolution when under selection in multivariate space. 

Indeed, selection on multivariate traits seems to be met with evolutionary limits. So the 

puzzle arises once more, because for there to be genetic benefits of mate choice, there must 

be additive genetic variation in male mating success or male attractiveness. 

In my thesis, I aimed to test for the presence and nature of genetic variation underlying 

male mating success in the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster. To do so, I performed an 

artificial selection experiment (14 generations) for the winners and losers of mate choice 

trials, where the hard work of screening attractive males was performed by females. While 

the promise (JL Tomkins, pers comm) that selection on losers would rapidly cause extinction 

of these populations was not met, the accumulation of genes from ‘dud’ males did indeed 

generate substantial divergence in male mating success. This ‘failure-selection’ proved a 

powerful tool for understanding the selective pressures acting on female choice. My four data 

chapters utilize these novel experimental lines to test models of mate choice (CH 2, 4) and 

the maintenance of genetic variation (CH 2, 3, 5). 

In my first chapter, I review the literature regarding the use of artificial selection and 

experimental evolution studies in understanding the nature of additive genetic variation 

underlying sexually selected phenotypes. The review highlights how simple, biometric 

approaches, such as selection followed by inbreeding, in combination with genomic 

approaches, provide an opportunity for studying the evolutionary forces maintaining genetic 

variation in great detail, but have not been applied to sexually selected traits. I aim to address 

this with the following experiments. 

My second chapter largely focuses on the response to artificial selection, expanding on 

the importance of this to understanding the selective pressures acting on female choice. I also 

quantify a suite of fitness-related traits (egg-to-adult viability, female fecundity and 

productivity, desiccation resistance, sperm competitiveness), as well as mutational load, by 

assessing the effects of inbreeding on two of these traits (male mating success and egg-to-
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adult viability). These experiments allow me to test i) whether or not there are trade-offs to 

being attractive, and ii) whether or not selection for attractiveness affects the load of 

deleterious mutations carried by individuals. The latter has the conceptual appeal of also 

explaining the persistence of female choice: choosy females would acquire offspring with a 

lower burden of deleterious mutations. I discuss these results in relation to the genetic 

benefits of mate choice (sexy sons versus good genes) and the maintenance of genetic 

variation (balancing selection versus mutation-selection balance). 

In chapter 3, I apply a biometric approach developed by Kelly (1999) to explore the 

relative contribution of rare, partially recessive alleles and intermediate-frequency alleles to 

variation in male mating success and adult body size. There are surprisingly few studies that 

have employed this approach to investigate this fundamental question. In addition to 

investigating the genetic basis of variation in male mating success and adult body size in D. 

melanogaster, I present a series of simulations that test the power of this approach and 

generate guidelines for future research using this method.  

In chapter 4, I simply quantify the size of two morphological traits in males (sex combs 

and wing size) that might have been the target of sexual selection and aided in the response to 

selection. The sex comb is an exaggerated sexually dimorphic character that has been linked 

to genetic benefits in other Drosophilids, but its role in sexual selection in D. melanogaster is 

not yet clear. 

Finally, I sequence the genomes of the populations that diverged through female choice. 

The rapid expansion of genomic technologies is creating new and exciting ways to tackle old 

questions in evolutionary biology. In this chapter, I take advantage of a well-developed 

genomic approach of resequencing experimentally evolved populations. This allowed me to 

directly explore the genes underlying divergence and compare this approach to those outlined 

above for assessing models of the maintenance of genetic variation.  

I summarise the outcomes of these experiments in an epilogue and provide directions for 

further research. The strength of my thesis is that I used a combination of approaches – 

classical quantitative approaches, an underutilised biometric approach, and finally through 

state-of-the-art genomics – in the same (novel) experimental lines, to address key 

evolutionary questions in depth. 
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“The rate of increase in fitness of any organism at any time is equal to its genetic variance in 

fitness at that time.” 

-Fisher’s Fundamental Theorem (Fisher 1930) 

Fisher’s Fundamental Theorem describes the relationship between fitness and additive 

genetic variation (Va), where Va in fitness, and fitness-related traits, is inevitably eroded 

(Fisher, 1930). However, Va in traits linked to fitness, either sexually selected 

(Pomiankowski and Møller, 1995) or life-history (Houle, 1992), is unexpectedly high, 

leading to extensive research into understanding the genetic basis of variation in fitness-

related traits (e.g. the number of loci and the magnitude and interactions of their effects), as 

well as the evolutionary forces maintaining Va (Barton and Keightley, 2002, Mitchell-Olds et 

al., 2007). Recent reviews have covered the genetic basis of sexually selected variation 

(Chenoweth and McGuigan, 2010), experimental evolution (Kawecki et al., 2012), the 

maintenance of Va in sexually selected traits (Radwan, 2008), and the ‘locus’ of sexual 

selection (Wilkinson et al., 2015). Here, I aim to specifically focus on how experimental 

evolution and artificial selection experiments can shape, and have shaped, our understanding 

of the nature of Va underlying sexually selected traits. 

 

1.1 Sexual selection and the paradox of the lek 

“The handicap principle is a bit like drinking a few cans of emu export and not being 

hungover the next day – that’s truly showcasing your good genes.” 

 -Jason Kennington 

Female mate choice leads to one of the most intriguing examples of the problem with the 

maintenance of Va. In the absence of direct benefits to mating, females should receive 

genetic benefits, such as highly attractive sons ('sexy sons'; Fisher, 1930) or offspring with 

higher viability ('good genes'; Andersson, 1994, Zahavi, 1975), in order to explain their 

choosiness when choice is costly. However, choice should deplete Va among males leading 

to the so-called lek paradox – persistent choice for genetic benefits should preclude choice 

from providing genetic benefits (Borgia, 1979, Kirkpatrick and Ryan, 1991, Taylor and 

Williams, 1982). Therefore, the lek paradox, and sexual selection generally, has proven to be 
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one of the most attractive frameworks in which to study the maintenance of Va in 

quantitative traits, since the nature of Va and the benefits of choice are inherently linked. 

Note that here I have focused on female mate choice and the lek paradox, but the same 

applies to, for example, Va maintained in large armaments. However, the presence of Va 

does not drive contests between males in the same way that the presence of Va drives female 

choice for particular males; females should only be choosy for genetic benefits when there is 

Va, males must compete even when Va is exhausted. 

 

1.2 The maintenance of genetic variation 

Broadly, two hypotheses explain the maintenance of Va at the levels we see in natural 

populations. First, mutation-selection balance (MSB; Haldane, 1927) relies on the simple 

premise that mutation, the source of all genetic variation, can introduce new genetic material 

at a rate sufficient to maintain Va before it is eroded by persistent selection. Most new 

mutations are expected to be rare, partially recessive and mildly deleterious, and, hence, 

selection will act to remove most new alleles (Charlesworth and Hughes, 2000). Therefore, 

an important component of MSB maintaining Va is that a large number of loci, each of small 

effect, should contribute to variation in sexually selected traits (see Box 1). 

The second broad hypothesis relies on some form of balancing selection (BS) to maintain 

Va (see Radwan, 2008). Darwin’s traditional view of sexually selected traits is that they 

would bear survival costs (Darwin, 1859, Darwin, 1871), where viability selection should 

counterbalance trait exaggeration, thereby maintaining Va (e.g. Brooks, 2000, Johnston et al., 

2013). In theory, this is an inevitability of Fisherian runaway selection (Fisher, 1930); trait 

exaggeration must eventually be checked by natural selection. Over time, further 

explanations have developed to explain the maintenance of Va by BS, such as negative 

frequency-dependent selection (e.g. rare male advantage in guppies; Hughes et al., 2013a) 

and sexual conflict (see below). Hence, the genetic architecture of sexual traits when MSB 

and BS cause Va is different; many rare, partially recessive, deleterious alleles for the former 

versus intermediate-frequency alleles for the latter. Consequently, this influences the type of 

genetic benefits; for example, genetic variation maintained in MSB should provide choosy 

females with offspring of higher genetic quality, but no such benefits would be evident if Va 

was maintained by sexual conflict. It is important to note that these hypotheses are not 
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mutually exclusive (Kokko et al., 2002, Kokko et al., 2006) and to some extent both 

processes will be important to the maintenance of Va, particularly in nature. Below, I discuss 

one approach that directly tests their relative contribution to standing quantitative trait 

variation (QTV; Kelly, 1999). 

 

1.3 Experimental evolution and artificial selection 

One approach for understanding the genetic basis of sexually selected variation (and variation 

generally) has been to study evolution in real time with experimental evolution or artificial 

selection (Hill and Caballero, 1992, Kawecki et al., 2012). In experimental evolution studies, 

populations respond (evolve) to a set of controlled parameters set by the experimenter 

(Kawecki et al., 2012). For sexual selection, this typically involves manipulating the strength 

of sexual selection by varying sex ratios or enforcing monogamy. Artificial selection differs 

in that the experimenter directly selects individuals with the ‘best’ (e.g. the largest ornaments; 

hereafter referred to as U (i.e. up) selection) and ‘worst’ (e.g. the smallest ornaments; 

hereafter referred to as D (i.e. down) selection) phenotypes over multiple generations. Both 

approaches then allow the experimenter to directly compare individuals from the diverged 

populations (e.g. for specific traits or measures of fitness). Therefore, experimental evolution 

and artificial selection are powerful tools in evolutionary biology because differences 

between treatments are accumulated over many generations, providing a strong contrast 

between populations when assessing focal traits or effects. More recently, it has become 

Box 1. Genic capture 
Andersson (Andersson, 1982, Andersson, 1986) proposed that the production and 
maintenance of costly male ornaments depends on the underlying condition (health and 
vigour) of the individual. Condition is dependent on resource acquisition and utilisation, 
which is dependent on traits at very many loci throughout the genome (Andersson, 1982, 
Andersson, 1986, Rowe and Houle, 1996), all of which are targets of mutation (Houle, 1998). 
Importantly, mutations to any genes that affect condition should also affect the expression 
of condition-dependent traits. These traits become honest indicators of genetic quality, with 
females choosing mates based on these traits gaining genetic benefits by producing offspring 
with good genes (Rowe and Houle, 1996, Zahavi, 1975). Rowe and Houle (1996) labelled this 
process ‘genic capture’, which aligns good genes benefits with the maintenance of genetic 
variation through MSB. 
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possible to genotype diverged populations to identify the genomic regions underlying 

responses to selection (evolve and resequence; Turner et al., 2011). Below, I discuss how this 

could prove a powerful approach for understanding QTV. 

The appeal of using experimental evolution or artificial selection to assess the 

maintenance of Va is the simplicity and intuitiveness of the predictions arising from the MSB 

and BS hypotheses. For example, if Va is maintained in MSB, then removing sexual 

selection, or applying D selection to sexually selected traits, should result in a larger burden 

of mutations since such selection upsets the MSB in favour of mutations. If Va is maintained 

by BS, then no (or minimal) change in mutational load is predicted under D selection. In the 

next section, I explore these predictions and present ways in which they could be, or have 

been, tested using empirical studies. Importantly, differences between experimental evolution 

and artificial selection mean that they are applicable to different topics of the following 

discussion (e.g. there is no response to selection per se in experimental evolution studies). 

There are a range of alternative approaches for understanding the genetic basis of sexually 

selected variation (e.g. quantitative genetic breeding designs, genome-wide association 

studies or knock-out studies; see Chenoweth and McGuigan, 2010), but I focus on real-time 

evolution approaches. 

 

1.4 Understanding the genetic basis of Va underlying sexually selected traits 

Symmetry in the response to artificial selection 

Artificial selection for sexually selected traits tends to generate responses to selection (Table 

1.1). The speed and symmetry of response to selection will be affected by the type of 

segregating variation underlying the trait (see Barton and Keightley, 2002). If Va is 

maintained by BS, then the expectation is that alleles underlying quantitative traits will be at 

intermediate frequencies. Consequently, Va should be present in both directions of selection 

and the response should proceed rapidly and symmetrically. In contrast, if Va is maintained 

by rare, recessive alleles in MSB, then the response to bidirectional selection should be 

gradual (but potentially accelerate; Curtsinger and Ming, 1997) and asymmetrical, with more 

Va available in the direction of lower fitness (Frankham, 1990). For example, Wilkinson 

(1993) showed that artificial selection on the relative width of the eye span in the stalk-eyed 
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fly (Cyrtodiopsis dalmanni) generated a rapid (10 generations) and symmetrical response to 

selection, indicating that Va was likely maintained by BS. Similarly, Houde (1994) 

artificially selected on the area of orange in guppies (Poecilia reticulata) in both directions 

for only three generations. This sexually selected trait (Endler, 1983) responded rapidly and 

relatively symmetrically to selection (Houde, 1994), again suggesting that Va is maintained at 

intermediate frequencies. Subsequent analyses suggest potential predation costs of bright 

pigmentation in such systems (Godin and McDonough, 2003), supporting the notion of a 

trade-off and the maintenance of Va by BS. In contrast, artificial selection on genital licking 

frequency in D. melanogaster responded to D selection, but not to U selection (Welbergen 

and Van Dijken, 1992). Unfortunately, asymmetrical responses to selection are not only 

mediated by asymmetries in allele frequencies (see Falconer and Mackay, 1996 pp 211-214), 

and, therefore, are not necessarily indicative of Va maintained by MSB. Similarly, 

symmetrical responses to selection may not be indicative of Va maintained by BS. If, for 

example, the fitness of the control populations decayed during selection, then responses to 

selection would appear symmetrical when they are not. Hence, the symmetry of the response 

to selection should not be relied upon, but rather used in conjunction with more informative 

tests. 

Relaxed artificial selection 

Relaxed selection on traits experimentally diverged through artificial selection (particularly U 

selection) is a powerful approach for assessing trade-offs (see Falconer and Mackay, 1996 pp 

216-217 for examples). Under MSB, the return of U-selected populations to control levels 

should be due to the accumulation of mutations, which should be a slow and gradual process. 

Under BS, the return is due to the increase in the frequency of alleles that increase fitness via 

a different trait (at the expense of the sexually selected trait), which should occur rapidly so 

long as Va for that trait has not been exhausted by selection. For example, Ahuja and Singh 

(2008) applied bidirectional selection to sex comb bristle number in D. melanogaster. Sex 

combs are sexually dimorphic characters on the front leg of males and are, to some extent, 

under direction sexual selection (Ahuja and Singh, 2008). Sex comb size responded 

asymmetrically to selection (greater response for small combs), potentially indicating a role 

for directional selection in which Va was maintained in MSB. However, relaxed selection 

resulted in a reduction in comb size in the lines selected for large combs, indicating there are 

costs to having large sex combs and a role of BS in maintaining Va. Similarly, relaxed 
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selection on cuticular hydrocarbon expression in D. serrata resulted in a rapid loss of the 

sexually selected combination of attractive cuticular hydrocarbons (Hine et al., 2011). 

Therefore, quantifying the expression of the focal trait following the relaxation of sexual 

selection can be a useful approach for understanding the evolutionary forces maintaining Va, 

particularly when combined with experimental investigation of the potential trade-offs. 

Change in genetic variance 

Above, I mentioned that responses to selection might accelerate in the direction of decreased 

fitness if Va is generated predominantly through the action of rare, partially recessive 

mutations (Curtsinger and Ming, 1997). This expectation arises because the variance 

underlying selected traits should increase as rare alleles with these effects become more 

frequent (Figure 1.1). In contrast, if alleles are at intermediate frequencies, as we expect if 

they are maintained by BS, then bidirectional selection should act to decrease genetic 

variance in both directions (Figure 1.1; Kelly, 2008). Hence, quantifying the change in 

genetic variance underlying sexually selected traits throughout selection is another approach 

for testing the contribution of rare alleles to Va (Kelly, 2008), and may be powerful when 

combined with genomic approaches (see below). In a bidirectional selection experiment on 

flower size in yellow monkeyflowers (Mimulus guttatus), Kelly (2008) found that the genetic 

variance increased with U selection, suggesting that Va was caused by rare, partially 

dominant alleles. The advantage of the M. guttatus system is the large sample sizes that can 

adequately quantify genetic variance. The approach may be somewhat limited for secondary 

sexual traits in animal systems, where often just a few families are used to quantify the value 

of focal traits. 

Mutational load 

A fundamental difference between MSB and BS in maintaining Va is that the former predicts 

changes in mutational load with selection (by directly upsetting the MSB), while the latter 

does not. Since resolving the lek paradox (i.e. explaining the genetic benefits of choice) has 

been a focus of sexual selection research, a large body of data (examples of which are 

presented below) has accumulated on the effect of sexual selection on the fate of mutations. 

Specifically, if Va is maintained by mutations, then strong sexual selection or U selection 

should purge mutations and improve the fitness of individuals within these populations (and 

population fitness as a whole). 
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Table 1.1 | Artificial selection experiments that have selected on sexually selected (SS) traits. Few studies have selected on ornaments/armaments, male attractiveness or 

mating success, and fewer still provide any conclusive evidence for MSB or BS demonstrating that these studies have provided limited insight into our understanding of the 

selective forces maintaining Va in sexually selected traits. D represents down selection (i.e. selection for small ornaments or long latency to mate) and U represented up 

selection (i.e. selection for large ornaments or short latency to mate). ML is mutational load. Question marks (?) denote weak evidence for the conclusions (e.g. because of 

contrasting evidence or support from only the symmetry of the response to selection). Note that six experiments have only one ‘replicate’ population (reps) per treatment. I 

have also avoided including studies that selected on body size which can be sexually selected. 

Species Trait Duration Reps Direction Response Evidence for MSB v BS ML tested? Conclusion Reference 

Precopulatory signals 

Cyrtodiopsis 

dalmanni 

Relative stalk 

width 

10 2 Bidirectional D~U Symmetrical response to 

selection. Line crosses suggest 

genetic variation was additive 

No BS? Wilkinson 

(1993) 

Drosophila 

bunnanda 

Competitive male 

mating success 

10 3 Bidirectional No response Multivariate genetic constraint No No Va McGuigan et al. 

(2008) 

Drosophila 

melanogaster 

Sex comb bristle 

number 

24 2 Bidirectional D>U Regression with relaxed selection 

in U lines. Stabilising selection or 

costly 

No BS? 

Stabilising 

selection? 

Ahuja and Singh 

(2008) 

Drosophila 

melanogaster 

Mating speed (i.e. 

time to mate)* 

25 2 Bidirectional D>U Rapid (7 generations), plateaued 

response. Hybridisation caused 

intermediate mating speed 

(genetic variation was additive) 

No ? Manning (1961) 

Drosophila 

melanogaster 

Male mating speed 

(i.e. time to mate) 

20 2 Bidirectional D only No response to U selection No MSB? Manning (1963) 

Drosophila 

melanogaster 

Mating speed (i.e. 

time to mate)* 

29 2 Bidirectional D>>>U Highly asymmetrical response, 

highly polygenic.  

Genomics MSB? Mackay et al. 

(2005) 

Drosophila 

melanogaster 

Courtship song 

(interpulse 

interval) 

6 1 Bidirectional D>>U Line crosses suggest genetic 

variation was additive 

No ? (Ritchie and 

Kyriacou, 1996) 

Drosophila 

melanogaster 

Courtship song 

(interpulse 

interval) 

14 2 Bidirectional D~U Highly polygenic Genomics ? Turner and 

Miller (2012) 

Drosophila 

melanogaster 

Competitive male 

mating success 

14 4 Bidirectional D~U Inbreeding load in viability; D>U. 

No evidence for trade-offs 

Yes, viability 

and 

inbreeding 

MSB? Chapter 2 of this 

thesis 
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Drosophila 

serrata 

Cuticular 

hydrocarbons 

10 2 Two 

combinations 

Both 

combinations 

Response limited and plateaued 

for combination under strong SS. 

Trait regression with relaxed 

selection 

No BS, limited 

Va in SS 

trait 

Hine et al. 

(2011) 

Gallus 

domesticus 

Comb size 9 1 U Yes Comb size negatively correlated 

with testes mass, spur length, and 

viability 

Viability 

(C>U) 

BS, trade-

off 

Von Schantz et 

al. (1995) 

Gnatocerus 

cornutus 

Male mandible 

size 

12 2 Bidirectional D~U Sexual conflict: large mandibles 

increase male reproductive 

success but reduce female lifetime 

reproductive success 

No BS, sexual 

conflict 

Harano et al. 

(2010) 

Onthophagus 

acuminatus 

Horn size+ 7 2 Bidirectional D~U Symmetrical response to selection No + (Emlen, 1996) 

Poecilia 

reticulata 

Male 

attractiveness 

3 2 Bidirectional No response Constrained, despite heritability of 

male attractiveness 

No No Va Hall et al. (2004) 

Poecilia 

reticulata 

Male colouration 

(orange) 

3 2 Bidirectional D~U Symmetrical response to 

selection. Correlated response in 

female preferences. 

No BS? Houde (1994) 

Poecilia 

reticulata 

Male colouration 

(orange and black) 

3 1 Four 

combinations 

All 

directions 

Responses to selection in all 

directions. Correlated response in 

female preferences. 

No BS? Brooks and 

Couldridge 

(1999) 

Copulatory behaviour 

Cyrtodiopsis 

dalmanni 

Mating frequency 14 2 Bidirectional D~U Symmetrical response to 

selection. Cost of producing large 

accessory glands? 

No BS? Trade-

off? 

Rogers et al. 

(2005) 

Gallus 

domesticus 

Male mating rates 11 1 Bidirectional D~U Potential trade-off with production 

of spermatozoa 

No BS? Trade-

off? 

Siegel (1972) 

Gallus 

domesticus 

Male mating rates 23 1 Bidirectional D>U ? No MSB? Dunnington and 

Siegel (1983) 

Coturnix 

japonica 

Male mating rates 40 1 Bidirectional D>U Relaxed selection in U lines  

decreased mating frequency 

No ? Yang et al. 

(1998) 

*indicates that selection could have been acting on female, rather than male, propensity to mate 

+this is a male dimorphic trait and selection altered the switch point in U and D populations    
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Figure 1.1 | Genetic variance as a function of allele frequency when allele q is additive (dashed) 

or partially recessive (solid) (from Kelly, 2008,  see also Falconer and Mackay, 1996). When q is at 

intermediate frequencies and its effects are additive (i.e. under BS), then bidirectional selection on q 

should rapidly decrease genetic variance in both directions of selection. If q is rare and partially 

recessive (i.e. under MSB), then bidirectional selection should slowly decrease genetic variance in 

one direction of selection, but substantially increase the genetic variance in the other. 

 

Empirical studies have applied a range of approaches that test the prediction that 

selection should influence mutational load. For example, in his pioneering study, Radwan 

(2004) induced mutations in the bulb mite, Rhizoglyphus robini, using ionizing radiation and 

manipulated the opportunity for sexual selection a single generation (enforced monogamy 

versus sexual selection). Populations where sexual selection was allowed to operate had 

significantly higher embryo viability than populations with enforced monogamy (Radwan, 

2004). Similarly, Almbro and Simmons (2014) induced mutations in the dung beetle, 

Onthophagus taurus, and then maintained replicate populations with or without sexual 

selection. Radiation directly reduced sexually selected male strength (pulling force), but two 

generations of sexual selection restored strength to control levels. In contrast, males in 

populations with enforced monogamy did not have improved strength, demonstrating that 

sexual selection on males had purged mutations. Veselinović et al. (2013) induced mutations 

in Drosophila subobscura and found that populations with sexual selection had higher 

fecundity than populations with enforced monogamy. Hence, a consistent finding from these 

experiments is that sexual selection can eliminate induced mutations. Inducing mutations has 

the benefit of generating a genome-wide spread of mutations that should, therefore, directly 
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reduce condition and the expression of condition-dependent traits. That sexual selection 

removes induced mutational load confirms this. Importantly, induced mutations may not be 

radically different in their effects and distribution compared to spontaneous mutations (Evans 

and DeMarini, 1999), and radiation in nature can be an important source of mutations (Møller 

and Mousseau, 2013). Nevertheless, inducing mutations is a rather crude approach and, 

therefore, experiments on standing genetic variation are required to confirm these patterns. 

Results from experiments that focus on known mutations have been mixed. For example, 

Hollis et al. (2009) created replicate populations of D. melanogaster where the frequency of 

the Adh
-
 allele was low in each population. Adh

-
 is mildly deleterious under standard rearing 

conditions, but lethal at higher ethanol concentrations (Bijlsma and Bijlsma-Meeles, 1991, 

Hollis et al., 2009, Van Delden and Kamping, 1988). Populations were maintained on various 

concentrations of ethanol, and with sexual selection or enforced monogamy. Sexual selection 

accelerated the removal of the Adh
-
 allele, particularly at higher concentrations of ethanol. 

Similarly, Sharp and Agrawal (2008) demonstrated that sexual selection accelerated the 

removal of some (five out of eight) visible mutations in D. melanogaster; however, 

Arbuthnott and Rundle (2012) found that sexual selection in the same species limited the 

removal of visible mutations. While this evidence suggests that single-locus, large-effect 

mutations can be targets of sexual selection, these are not the type of mutations underlying 

the genic capture hypothesis and the extent to which they can maintain substantial Va is 

questionable.  

Other approaches have focused on the importance of sexual selection in preventing 

fitness decline in populations. For example, Jarzebowska and Radwan (2010) maintained 

very small populations (five males and five females) of bulb mites with sexual selection or 

enforced monogamy for eight generations. During this time, a significantly higher proportion 

of populations in the monogamous treatment went extinct, suggesting that sexual selection 

prevented the accumulation of mutations in these populations.  

Taking this approach one step further and removing variation in female reproductive 

output produces ‘mutation accumulation’ monogamy lines. That is, natural and sexual 

selection are relaxed in these populations, allowing deleterious mutations to accumulate. 

Allowing sexual selection to operate in other replicate populations, while also removing 

variation in female reproductive output, then allows the experimenter to assess the role of 

sexual selection in preventing the accumulation of deleterious alleles. In this way, Radwan et 
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al. (2004) demonstrated that sexual selection did not prevent the decline of fecundity during 

mutation accumulation in bulb mites. In a large-scale experiment with D. serrata, McGuigan 

et al. (2011) maintained 200 mutation accumulation lines with four or six (depending on the 

generation) brother-sister pairs. Each generation, females were presented with either one 

random brother (control; 100 populations) or the opportunity to choose among brothers 

(sexual selection, only two females were given a choice; 100 populations). After >20 

generations, control populations had significantly higher among-population variance than 

sexual selection populations for both male mating success (Figure 1.2) and productivity. 

Moreover, the genetic covariance between the two traits was significant in control 

populations, but not sexual selection populations. Since new mutations will increase the 

variance, this result shows that sexual selection prevented the accumulation of new mutations 

(McGuigan et al., 2011). The significant genetic covariance between productivity and male 

mating success in control populations, and the erosion of this covariance in sexual selection 

populations, also aligns with the genic capture hypothesis since mutations affecting condition 

should have pleiotropic effects (i.e. a genetic covariance) on condition-dependent traits (male 

mating success and productivity). Experiments of this type have the advantage of using 

standing or naturally accumulated Va rather than induced Va, so we can be confident that the 

Va under selection is of the appropriate nature. However, to what extent do mutations 

contribute to standing Va? 

 

Figure 1.2 | Among-line variance (VB) in male mating success though time. Mutation 

accumulation populations were held without (A; control) and with the opportunity for sexual selection 

(B; selection - see text for details). Sexual selection limited the increase in genetic variance over time. 

Median (solid lines) and 95% confidence intervals (dashed lines) of variances are presented. Figure 

from McGuigan et al. (2011). 
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One powerful approach for quantifying mutational load is inbreeding. Inbreeding 

increases homozygosity and is typically associated with a fitness decline (inbreeding 

depression) caused by the unmasking of deleterious, recessive alleles (dominance hypothesis) 

or homozygosis at overdominant loci (overdominance hypothesis). The former hypothesis is 

linked to the maintenance of Va by MSB, while the latter would suggest that Va is 

maintained by BS. Consequently, inbreeding may not be informative about the nature of 

segregating variation underlying fitness since both hypotheses predict a reduction in fitness 

with inbreeding. However, this may differ for fitness-related traits under directional selection. 

Under MSB models, alleles causing variation are deleterious and their effects on the focal 

trait should be consistent. Inbreeding should enhance the effects of the deleterious alleles as 

they become expressed in their homozygous state, thereby increasing (or decreasing 

depending on the trait) trait value. In contrast, inbreeding effects on traits in BS should 

increase the frequency of extreme genotypes, thereby increasing the variance but not 

changing the mean trait value. Directional dominance (B; the change in trait mean with 

inbreeding) should be evident if Va is maintained by MSB, but not BS. Heightened 

directional dominance of sexual traits over non sexual traits (Bellamy et al., 2013) indicates a 

primary role for MSB in maintaining Va; however, this finding is not consistent (Prokop et 

al., 2010) and has not been well studied generally. Here, I focus on experimental evolution 

and artificial selection experiments, where the predictions of differences in inbreeding effects 

should only be strengthened with selection; inbreeding depression should be greater with D 

selection if MSB causes Va, but no such association is expected if Va is maintained by 

overdominance. 

Perhaps the most compelling evidence from experiments exploiting inbreeding as a 

method comes from a long-term experimental evolution study with red flour beetles 

(Tribolium castaneum), where populations were exposed to two forms of both strong (male-

biased sex ratio and polyandry) or weak (female-biased sex ratio and monandry) sexual 

selection (Lumley et al., 2015). In both cases (biased sex ratios and presence/absence of 

sexual selection), a history of strong sexual selection on males protected against population 

extinction during serial inbreeding, suggesting that deleterious mutations had been purged 

from these populations or were allowed to accumulate under weak sexual selection (Lumley 

et al., 2015). This result clearly demonstrates that mutations are an important source of Va in 

sexual selection. 
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For all of the above examples, the focus is on the genetic benefits of sexual selection in 

experimental evolution studies. They do not specifically aim to address the relative 

importance of MSB and BS in maintaining Va. Therefore, while these studies do contribute 

to our understanding of the nature of Va underlying sexually selected phenotypes, a more 

direct approach is necessary. 

Kelly (1999) introduced one approach to directly test the relative contribution of rare, 

partially recessive alleles and intermediate-frequency alleles to QTV through artificial 

selection followed by inbreeding. If there is a change in a trait mean (ΔM; Figure 1.3) with 

selection (i.e. ΔM ≠ 0), then any difference between BS (directional dominance of the 

selected population) and BC (directional dominance of the control population) can inform us 

of the type of alleles responsible for QTV as ΔM is proportional to the Va of the trait and ΔB 

(where ΔB is BC-BS) is proportional to the covariance of additive and homozygous 

dominance effects (Cad; Kelly, 1999, Kelly and Willis, 2001). If BC > BS (i.e. BS is more 

negative) under selection for reduced trait value, then QTV is represented by rare, partially 

recessive alleles (Figure 1.3). More specifically, if ΔB/ΔM ~ 1, then Va in the trait is caused 

by rare, recessive alleles and QTV is maintained by mutation-selection balance (Kelly, 1999). 

If ΔB/ΔM ~ 0, however, then QTV is caused by intermediate-frequency alleles which must 

be maintained through BS (Kelly, 1999). Hence, combining selection and inbreeding assays 

can reveal what maintains Va in the selected trait when ΔM ≠ 0, directly testing where focal 

traits lie on the Fisher-good genes continuum of genetic benefits. This approach has great 

promise, but has yet to be tested for any sexually selected trait in animals.  

Correlated responses 

To some extent, pleiotropic effects have been covered above. Under genic capture good 

genes models, positive pleiotropy between sexually selected traits and other fitness-related 

traits should emerge because sexual selection eliminates genome-wide mutational load. In 

contrast, selection on traits in BS should generate negatively correlated responses in traits on 

which BS is acting. Single generation studies can also provide important insight about the 

genetic correlations among traits (e.g. Brooks, 2000); however, I focus on correlated 

responses to selection. 
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Figure 1.3 | Assessing the contribution of intermediate-frequency alleles and rare recessive 

alleles to quantitative trait variation (QTV) through selection and inbreeding. A) The ratio 

ΔB/ΔM, where ΔM is the change in trait mean with selection and ΔB is the difference in directional 

dominance (B) between the control (BC) and selected (BS) populations (i.e. ΔB = BS-BC), is an 

indicator of the contribution of rare recessive alleles to QTV (Kelly, 1999). B) When ΔB/ΔM ~ 0, 

QTV is caused by intermediate-frequency alleles. C) When ΔB/ΔM ~ 1, QTV is caused by rare 

recessive alleles. F is the inbreeding coefficients of the inbred individuals. 

 

Experimental evolution studies have revealed positive pleiotropy between sexually 

selected traits and other fitness-related traits. For example, Firman and Simmons (2012) 

maintained populations of house mice (Mus domesticus) with polyandry or monandry for 14 

generations. Post-selection reciprocal line crosses revealed that the sexual selection history of 

males accounted for variation in offspring viability, demonstrating that sperm competitive 

ability and offspring viability were positively correlated (Firman and Simmons, 2012). In D. 

melanogaster, Promislow et al. (1998) showed that adult survival and body size correlated 

positively with the opportunity for sexual selection. Such positive coevolution aligns with 

good genes models (genic capture) and suggests that sexual selection removes deleterious 

mutations. 
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In contrast to these studies, some of the earliest experiments (e.g. Rice, 1992, Rice, 1996) 

that manipulated mating systems during experimental evolution reported a conflict between 

the sexes (see Edward et al., 2010). This sexual conflict arises because the evolutionary 

interests of males and females are antagonistic; in simple terms, because males benefit from 

many mating opportunities and females do not (Bateman, 1948, Parker, 1979). Since males 

and females share the same genome, alleles beneficial to males are detrimental to females, 

generating BS at conflictual loci (note that this is intralocus sexual conflict). The 

consequence for experimental evolution studies is that, when the opportunity for sexual 

selection is elevated, the conflict intensifies, and when sexual selection is relaxed, so too is 

the sexual conflict. For example, in both the yellow dung fly (Scathophaga stercoraria; 

Hosken et al., 2001) and the bulb mite (Tilszer et al., 2006), females evolving under 

polyandry evolve traits that resist male harm. Similar findings are very well documented 

among Drosophilids (e.g. Holland and Rice, 1999, Pitnick et al., 2001, Stewart et al., 2005). 

Hence, experimental evolution studies have greatly contributed to our understanding of 

sexual conflict (Chapman et al., 2003, Edward et al., 2010), and to some extent, the 

maintenance of Va through BS.  

The above examples are correlated responses to different sexual selection regimens for 

experimental evolution. Artificial selection experiments have selected directly on sexually 

selected traits and quantified correlated responses. Here, I cover just a few insightful 

experiments (see Table 1.1). 

The first example is an artificial selection experiment for comb size in domestic chickens 

(Gallus domesticus). Von Schantz et al. (1995) artificially selected for large combs for nine 

generations in a population of chickens. Comb size doubled, but was found to be at a direct 

cost to testes size, spur size, and viability (Von Schantz et al., 1995). A similar finding in 

chickens comes from an artificial selection experiment on immunocompetence. Verhulst et 

al. (1999) selected on low and high antibody response for 15 generations and reported a direct 

trade-off between immunocompetence and sexually selected comb size (although this could 

also be explained by differences in body size; Verhulst et al., 1999). Hence, Va in comb size 

was identified to be maintained by BS in both studies. Similarly, Harano et al. (2010) selected 

on male mandible size, an exaggerated sexually selected trait (Okada et al., 2006), in broad-

horned flour beetles (Gnatocerus cornutus) for 14 generations. Females from large mandible-

selected populations had significantly lower lifetime fecundity than females from small-
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mandible selected populations, revealing a sexual conflict likely to maintain Va through BS. 

Unfortunately, surprisingly few studies have artificially selected on condition-dependent 

armaments and/or ornaments (Table 1.1). 

Molecular genetics and genomics 

The rapid development of molecular genetic technologies is generating new ways to study 

ecological and evolutionary questions. In particular, evolving populations through artificial 

selection or experimental evolution, and then assessing the molecular signatures of 

divergence, is fast becoming a popular tool for studying the genetic basis of QTV (Kofler and 

Schlötterer, 2013, Schlötterer et al., 2015). This typically involves sequencing pooled 

individuals from experimentally evolved populations (pooled since this approach is more 

affordable; Schlötterer et al., 2014), and is known as ‘evolve and resequence’ (Turner et al., 

2011). The premise is simple; the molecular basis of a response to selection is a change in 

allele frequencies at loci involved with divergence. An allele under selection should increase 

in frequency in one direction of selection, but decrease in the other direction, and this should 

be repeatable across replicate populations. Pooled resequencing (i.e. resequencing 

homogenised samples of many individuals from one population) returns counts of reference 

and alternative alleles for each locus, which can be analysed using generalised linear models 

(GLMs). Information about the nature of Va underlying the focal trait can then be gleaned by 

analysing these candidate polymorphisms (i.e. those identified as significant by the GLMs).  

Above, I outlined the predictions for changes in genetic variance with selection under BS 

and MSB models (see Figure 1.1). Specifically, genetic variance should increase with D 

selection when Va is maintained in MSB. Given that evolve and resequence returns allele 

frequencies at each locus, gene diversity – a measure of genetic variation – can be calculated 

in experimental populations, providing a way to gain insights into the evolutionary forces 

maintaining Va. Simply, at loci associated with divergence, D-selected populations should 

have higher gene diversity than U-selected populations (Figure 1.1). In contrast, if alleles are 

maintained at intermediate frequencies by BS, then selection should decrease gene diversity 

in both directions of selection relative to control populations maintained without selection. A 

complementary test of this prediction is to assess the collapsed allele frequency distribution 

of variants at loci associated with selection (Figure 1.4). That is, if one quantifies the 

frequency of the rare allele at each locus (i.e. collapsed distribution because the bins are 0-0.5 

since rare variants cannot exceed a frequency of 0.5), and then plots the proportion of loci in 
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each allele frequency bin. U-selected lines should have a higher proportion of variants in the 

low-frequency bins compared to D-selected lines under the MSB hypothesis, consistent with 

the purging of rare, deleterious alleles (see Figure 1.4A; Josephs et al., 2017). If intermediate-

frequency alleles cause variation, then both U- and D-selected populations should have fewer 

intermediate-frequency alleles than control populations (Figure 1.4B). 

Another powerful approach will be to track candidate polymorphisms through time (see 

Schlötterer et al., 2015 for futher discussion). In this way, it will be possible to ask questions 

such as: were the candidate polymorphisms rare or common in the base population? Was the 

response gradual, or rapid and plateaued? These questions are fundamental to explaining the 

contribution of BS and MSB to the maintenance of Va. Such an approach has only been 

tested a few times. For example, experimental evolution to novel high temperature stress in 

D. melanogaster revealed that the molecular response was rapid and plateaued, suggesting 

that intermediate-frequency alleles cause Va (Orozco‐terWengel et al., 2012). Whether or not 

similar patterns emerge for sexual characters that are under strong directional selection would 

be interesting to explore. 

To date, there have been no comprehensive genomic tests evaluating the evolutionary 

forces maintaining variation in sexually selected traits. However, a recent experimental 

evolution study has provided some insight into the promise of such approaches. Chenoweth et 

al. (2015) maintained populations of D. serrata on novel food (i.e. adaptation to a novel 

environment) and manipulated the opportunity for sexual (monogamy versus strong sexual 

selection) and natural (equal contribution versus productivity-based contribution) selection in 

a fully factorial design (three replicates of each). After 13 generations of experimental 

evolution, they performed restriction site-associated DNA sequencing of flies from all 12 

experimental populations. Of the 80 single nucleotide polymorphisms associated with 

selection effects, over 50% demonstrated antagonistic effects between natural and sexual 

selection. Hence, Chenoweth et al. (2015) provide molecular genetic evidence for a trade-off 

between natural and sexual selection, suggesting a role for BS in maintaining Va. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning the potential of combining evolve and resequence studies 

with genome-wide associate studies (GWAS) that link polymorphisms to variation in focal 

traits. Each approach has strengths and weaknesses, and may be complementary and powerful 

when used together (e.g. Turner et al., 2013). To date, GWAS have largely focused on the 

genetics of human disease (Bush and Moore, 2012), but show promise for understanding 
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natural variation in quantitative traits (e.g. Kennington et al., 2007). Pooled resequencing of 

populations across environmental gradients (e.g. Turner et al., 2010), or of many individuals 

with high or low trait values (e.g. mating versus nonmating males in nature), will further 

complement the evolve and resequence approach. 

 

Figure 1.4 | Theoretical patterns of the allele frequency spectra of control (light grey), D-

selected (white) and U-selected (black) populations for loci associated with divergence. A) Va is 

maintained by mutation-selection balance, such that U-selected populations have more low frequency 

variants than D-selected and control populations since rare, deleterious mutations are purged. B) Va is 

maintained by balancing selection, such that selected populations have fewer intermediate-frequency 

variants than control populations. 

 

1.5 Challenges 

To this point, I have explored how responses to artificial selection or experimental evolution 

have shaped our understanding of the nature of Va underlying sexually selected phenotypes. I 

have taken a simplistic approach above, and will now briefly explore some of the challenges 

for these approaches. For example, it is the sad reality for many experimenters that, after 

generations of selection, traits do not always respond. 

Multivariate genetic constraints 

Pomiankowski and Møller (1995) showed that coefficients of Va in sexual selected traits are 

consistently high, and artificial selection on sexually selected traits generate strong and rapid 

responses to selection (e.g. Wilkinson, 1993). However, to what extent does sexual selection 
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act on one trait in isolation (Bro-Jørgensen, 2010, Candolin, 2003)? Blows and Hoffmann 

(2005) highlight that the genetic covariance among traits, which otherwise have substantial 

genetic variance when considered in isolation, can limit evolutionary change by reducing the 

variation available in the direction of multivariate selection (see also Lande, 1979, Walsh and 

Blows, 2009). For example, Van Homrigh et al. (2007) demonstrated that there was genetic 

variation in nine cuticular hydrocarbons under strong female choice in D. bunnanda, yet the 

variation was almost completely orientated away from the direction of female choice. 

McGuigan et al. (2008) subsequently demonstrated that 10 generations of bidirectional 

selection on male mating success failed to generate changes in the cuticular hydrocarbon 

profiles of artificially selected lines or changes in mating success itself. A similar finding was 

reported by Hall et al. (2004), who showed that, despite abundant Va underlying male 

attractiveness in guppies, three generations of artificial selection on male attractiveness failed 

to generate a response to selection. Hence, focusing on single male traits can overestimate the 

amount of Va available to selection and produce biased estimates of genetic benefits (Prokop 

and Drobniak, 2016). Multivariate genetic constraints challenge the usefulness of artificial 

selection experiments based on univariate sexually selected traits and suggest a need for 

studies to focus on male mating success or male attractiveness in order to understand the 

genetic basis of sexually selected variation (Prokop and Drobniak, 2016). 

Population history  

“Because you know it’s all about that bas[e]” 

 -Meghan Trainor  

Artificial selection and experimental evolution studies typically begin with a single base 

population (e.g. founded by thousands of wild individuals) from which experimental 

populations are derived. When experimental populations are established relative to the 

foundation of the stock may have substantial implications for experiments that address the 

nature of Va underlying sexually selected traits. Laboratory conditions offer unparalleled 

stability and relaxed natural selection. Selection can, therefore, continue unimpeded by 

variable environmental conditions, and mutations are allowed to accumulate under benign 

conditions. Hence, Va in fitness-related traits in long-standing laboratory populations is 

expected to be dominated by antagonistic (Long et al., 2012) and dominance variation due to 

the accumulation of deleterious mutations. 
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Long et al. (2012) tested the effect of population history on the nature of Va, utilising 

populations of D. melanogaster that were adapted (or not) to cadmium-rich food media. 

Adapted populations harboured considerable sexually antagonistic Va, where the daughters 

of attractive males were less fit than the daughters of unsuccessful males. In contrast, in 

populations with detrimental Va (i.e. poorly adapted to the cadmium-rich environment), 

attractive males sired fit offspring (Long et al., 2012). In support of this, Fricke and Arnqvist 

(2007) demonstrated that sexual selection accelerated adaptation to a novel host in the seed 

beetle, Callosobruchus maculatus, even though sexual selection has sexually antagonistic 

effects in the environment to which these populations were adapted. These studies clearly 

demonstrate the importance of population history on the nature of sexually selected variation 

and may highlight a fundamental limitation of laboratory selection experiments. 

What should we do? On one hand, long-standing laboratory stock populations are 

somewhat disconnected from the wild in that conditions are benign with limited 

environmental variation. This may, for example, underestimate the contribution of BS in 

maintaining Va. I have chosen not to explore genotype-by-environment interactions in any 

detail in this review since this area has been well studied, particularly recently (Gillespie and 

Turelli, 1989, Hunt and Hosken, 2014, Jia et al., 2000, Kokko and Heubel, 2008); however, it 

is important to acknowledge that BS is likely to be important to the maintenance of Va in 

natural populations (e.g. through seasonal or spatial variation in selection pressures). 

Environmental variation and disturbance in natural populations suggests that populations are 

constantly adapting and that the dogma of only using long established laboratory populations 

may lead to biased results that do not necessarily reflect nature. Moreover, the nature of 

genetic correlations among traits can vary depending on the environment in which they are 

tested (Sgro and Hoffmann, 2004), so variable environments should be considered in these 

laboratory experiments. On the other hand, recently established stock populations may offer a 

more genetically relevant study system, but will also be experiencing rapid adaptation to their 

novel environment and may harbor excessive Va and intermediate-frequency alleles (Long et 

al., 2012). Additionally, artificial selection and experimental evolution effects may be 

confounded by adaptation to the laboratory environment, which may limit the application of 

genomic approaches in identifying causal polymorphisms linked to variation in the trait of 

interest (i.e. misinterpret adaptation genes for selected trait genes). 
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Clearly the history of the base population will influence the selection experiments and 

our general understanding of how Va is maintained. For example, much of our understanding 

of sexual conflict has come from experimental evolution studies performed on long-standing 

laboratory populations, potentially overestimating the prevalence of sexual conflict, although 

sexual conflict can be an important source of Va in nature (e.g. Tarka et al., 2013). 

Population history must be taken into account when interpreting results from laboratory 

selection experiments. 

The nature of Va is not static 

Experimental evolution and artificial selection experiments generally extend over tens or 

hundreds of generations, and there may be limitations in comparing (e.g. through Kelly’s 

method or genomics) long-term selection experiments to the wild. For example, new 

mutations may arise that contribute to the selection response; their effects may be marked and 

not consistent across replicate populations. Additionally, strong selection may fix alleles at 

some loci, freeing otherwise epistatic variation to have additive effects (Falconer, 1981, 

Turner and Miller, 2012). Therefore, if the focus is to test the nature of Va underlying 

sexually selected traits in the base population, then selection should be brief. For example, for 

testing the relative contribution of rare, recessive alleles and intermediate-frequency alleles to 

QTV through selection followed by inbreeding, Kelly (1999) suggests just a small (1-3 

standard deviations) response to selection. 

Evolve and resequence 

There are a few ways in which the evolve and resequence approach may be limited for 

assessing the maintenance of Va in sexually selected traits in experimental evolution and 

artificial selection experiments. First, trait divergence may be caused by changes in gene 

expression patterns or epigenetic changes (Bonilla et al., 2016), rather than sequence 

differences in coding regions; indeed, this is one explanation for sexual dimorphism 

(Wilkinson et al., 2015, Williams and Carroll, 2009). Understanding gene expression patterns 

(transcriptomics) will be important to genomic experiments. For example, in a monogamy 

versus sexual selection experiment in D. melanogaster, Hollis et al. (2014) demonstrated that 

sexual selection led to the evolution of sexual dimorphism of the transcriptome. Second, 

selection may be antagonistic (or different in some way) between the sexes which may limit 

the strength of responses to selection (see Wilkinson et al., 2015 and references therein). The 
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third problem applies generally to genomic experiments and arises because genomic studies 

are inherently biased towards identifying common variants of large effect. Since genomic 

approaches must account for sequencing errors, rare alleles may be discarded and treated as 

errors. Additionally, individuals carrying rare variants may not be sequenced and, even if 

they are, statistical tests may be limited in identifying the effects of rare variants. However, 

selection experiments might actually provide the best resolution to testing for the contribution 

of rare alleles to QTV since D selection should increase their frequency when Va is 

maintained in MSB. Recommendations for applying this approach to maximise output are 

already forthcoming (e.g. Kofler and Schlötterer, 2013, Schlötterer et al., 2015); for example, 

increasing coverage to >200x (i.e. each locus has 200 base pair reads per population) may be 

required to identify rare alleles of small effect. Finally, linkage (and other forms of linkage 

disequilibrium) may overestimate the number of significant polymorphisms associated with 

divergence, particularly in small populations (see Schlötterer et al., 2015 for discussion). 

 

1.6 Conclusions 

“The future ain’t what it used to be” 

 -Yogi Berra 

Our current understanding of the nature of Va underlying sexually selected traits comes from 

indirect approaches fuelled by a desire to understand the genetic benefits of sexual selection. 

These may well be robust in their conclusions; however, for a more comprehensive 

understanding of what maintains Va we must aim to apply, for example, Kelly’s (1999) ratio 

test or quantify changes in genetic variance through traditional quantitative (Kelly, 2008) and 

genomic (Turner et al., 2011) approaches (see Box 2). Experimental evolution coupled with 

population resequencing will be a powerful approach for understanding the molecular basis 

of evolution. For artificial selection experiments, multivariate genetic constraints must also 

be considered. Artificial selection should be applied to male attractiveness or male mating 

success in order to gain a more accurate depiction of the evolutionary forces maintaining Va 

in sexually selected traits (Prokop and Drobniak, 2016). A powerful approach might be, for 

example, artificial selection on male mating success followed by Kelly’s (1999) ratio test, 

with patterns confirmed using genomic techniques. 
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Box 2. Future directions 
Unfortunately, despite decades of research, the Va underlying sexually selected phenotypes 
remains poorly understood. Our limited understanding is largely comprised of contradictory 
evidence for good genes benefits; even two meta-analyses disagree (Møller and Alatalo, 
1999, Prokop et al., 2012), although the former study focused only on survival to infer good 
genes. We now need to directly explore the relative contribution of rare, partially recessive 
alleles (the MSB Va) and intermediate-frequency alleles (the BS Va) to standing sexually 
selected variation, as well as explore explanations as to why results contrast. Experimental 
evolution and artificial selection will provide powerful tools for assessing this. Here, I outline 
just a few directions for further research. 

1. Further analysis of the importance of the nature of base populations. For example, 

impose selection on populations derived from recently established and long-standing 

base populations and quantify selection and inbreeding effects as well as the genomic 

signature of the responses. Are rare, deleterious alleles more important to Va in long-

standing base populations? This could be performed in conjunction with GWAS of 

wild populations to assess the relevance of each approach (new versus old base 

population) to the wild.  

2. Apply Kelly’s (1999) ratio test to a range of sexually selected traits. This will be 

particularly interesting for condition-dependent ornaments and armaments, and 

directly tests the sexy sons versus good genes argument. 

3. Apply Kelly’s (2008) variance test to a range of sexually selected traits (although this 

might be challenging for animal systems). 

4. Assess the nature of Va underlying armaments versus ornaments. Genetic benefits of 

choice are dependent on Va in ornaments, but male competition is not driven by Va 

in armaments. Is there less Va in armaments than ornaments? Is the nature of Va 

different? 

5. Apply artificial selection for the losers. Those males that consistently lose in mating 

opportunities possess the ‘bad genes’ that female preferences avoid. Scrutinising 

these genes, accumulated over many generations, should provide the most powerful 

approach for understanding the selective pressures acting on, and the nature of Va 

underlying, male sexually selected traits. 

6. How important is sexual conflict? This relates somewhat to the nature of the base 

population, but it would be interesting to explore the parameters that define when 

male and female fitness aligns, and when male and female fitness are antagonistic. 

This might also shed light on when sexual selection augments or opposes natural 

selection. 

7. Undoubtedly, the future lies with genomics. As technology improves, we will 

inevitably increase our understanding of quantitative trait variation in nature. Evolve 

and resequence is already a powerful tool for understanding sexually selected 

variation (Figure 1.4), and further application of this approach for sexually selected 

traits is needed. 
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2.1 Abstract 

Despite heritable variation for univariate sexually selected traits, recent analyses exploring 

multivariate traits find evidence consistent with the lek paradox in showing no genetic 

variation available to choosy females, and therefore no genetic benefits of choice. We used 

the preferences of Drosophila melanogaster females to exert bidirectional selection on 

competitive male mating success to test for the presence and nature of genetic variation 

underlying this multivariate trait. Male mating success diverged between selection regimens, 

and flies from success-selected lines had a smaller burden of deleterious, recessive mutations 

that affect egg-to-adult viability, were better sperm competitors (sperm offence), and did not 

demonstrate reduced desiccation resistance or components of female fitness (traits thought to 

trade-off with attractiveness) relative to flies from failure-selected populations. Mating 

success remained subject to inbreeding depression in success-selected lines, suggesting that 

variation in mating success remains through numerous genes of small effect. Together, our 

results provide unique evidence for the evolutionary divergence in male mating success, 

demonstrating that genetic variation is not exhausted along the axis of precopulatory sexual 

selection and that female mating biases align with the avoidance of bad genes. 
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2.2 Introduction 

Persistent female mate choice for male sexual traits that confer genetic benefits should erode 

genetic variation among males and preclude choice from providing genetic benefits (the lek 

paradox; Borgia, 1979). The lek paradox is a pertinent example of the long-standing 

evolutionary problem of what maintains genetic variation in fitness and fitness-related traits 

(Fisher, 1930). Therefore, abundant theoretical and empirical attention has been paid to 

explaining the persistence of female mate choice in light of the lek paradox. From this it is 

clear that (i) ample heritable genetic variation is maintained in male sexually selected traits 

(Pomiankowski and Møller, 1995), (ii) genetic variation could be maintained by many 

mechanisms (e.g. negative frequency-dependent selection or mutation; see Radwan, 2008), 

and (iii) variation in male traits can correlate with offspring fitness, particularly in the form of 

Fisherian benefits (i.e. attractive sons; Prokop et al., 2012). The conclusion from this body of 

research is that choosy females can receive genetic benefits. However, if male attractiveness 

is a multivariate trait, then genetic correlations among traits will influence the amount of 

genetic variation, as well as any genetic benefits, available to choosy females (Blows and 

Hoffmann, 2005), thereby challenging these conclusions. If correlations are negative, then the 

genetic variation available to females is reduced and any genetic benefits based on univariate 

traits may be overestimated (Prokop and Drobniak, 2016). Only two experiments (Hall et al., 

2004, McGuigan et al., 2008) have directly selected on male mating success or male 

attractiveness (which incorporates all components of precopulatory sexual selection) and 

neither identified a response to selection. For example, in a laboratory system, genetic 

variation in nine cuticular hydrocarbons under strong female choice in Drosophila bunnanda 

was almost completely oriented away from the direction of female choice (Van Homrigh et 

al., 2007) and neither the attractive combination of hydrocarbons, nor mating success itself, 

evolved under bidirectional selection (McGuigan et al., 2008). Similarly, evidence from long-

term field studies indicates that traits under strong sexual selection might not evolve despite 

maintaining ample heritable variation (e.g. Kruuk et al., 2002). Focusing on a single trait can 

produce heavily biased estimates of overall genetic benefits (Prokop and Drobniak, 2016). 

Empiricists must provide evidence for heritable genetic benefits of female choice, and the 

mechanisms maintaining these benefits, with regards to multivariate male attractiveness or 

mating success in order to explain the selective pressures acting on female choice (Prokop 

and Drobniak, 2016). 
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Here, we use the mating biases of female D. melanogaster in binomial mate choice trials 

to identify whether or not there is genetic variation available in male mating success and, if 

there is, identify the nature of this genetic variation. While there is some evidence for the 

evolution of mating success through artificial selection for components of attractiveness 

(Hine et al., 2011), we use the outcome of mating trials to evolve populations, thereby 

incorporating all traits important for female mating decisions (as with Hall et al., 2004, 

McGuigan et al., 2008). We artificially selected on male mating success directly by allowing 

non-virgin females to ‘choose’ between two competing males and used males successful at 

mounting females to generate four replicate success-selected lines (N = 25 males and 25 

virgin females) and males that failed to mount females to generate four replicate failure-

selected lines (N = 25 males and 25 virgin females). This selection protocol allows active 

female mate choice, but does not exclude male-male competition. Both processes could lead 

to the evolutionary divergence in competitive mating success; however, if females mate with 

competitively superior males to secure genetic benefits in the form of competitively superior 

sons or offspring with good genes, then the evolutionary problem of the maintenance of 

genetic variation remains. In the context of this study, where we address the question of 

whether or not there is genetic variation in a multivariate trait, it is more important to 

incorporate all components of precopulatory sexual selection than to identify the underlying 

mechanisms of any female mating bias (note that, here, ‘bias’ does not equate to active mate 

choice, but the propensity of females to mate more readily with males of certain phenotypes; 

see Kokko et al., 2006). We applied 14 rounds of selection across 17 generations, generating 

lines with ancestries of success or failure in mate acquisition trials. Four control lines were 

established and maintained with males not exposed to mate choice trials. We then compared 

key components of fitness after at least two generations of relaxed selection to identify what 

maintains variation in male mating success.  

On the one hand, competitive mating success may be dependent on the underlying 

condition of males, where condition itself is dependent on any trait that affects resource 

acquisition and utilisation (Andersson, 1982, Andersson, 1986). Condition, provides a large 

target for mutations and, hence, genetic variation is maintained in mutation-selection balance, 

where choosy females benefit by producing offspring with increased fitness (Houle, 1992, 

Houle, 1998, Houle and Kondrashov, 2002, Rowe and Houle, 1996, Tomkins et al., 2004). 

On the other hand, competitive mating success may be subject to trade-offs with life-history 

(e.g. Brooks, 2000, Johnston et al., 2013), sexually selected (e.g. Simmons and Emlen, 2006) 
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or female (Chippindale et al., 2001, Stewart et al., 2005) traits, thus maintaining genetic 

variation through balancing selection (reviewed by Radwan, 2008). In order to assess 

mutation-selection balance and balancing selection, we quantified a suite of important life-

history traits (egg-to-adult viability, fecundity, desiccation resistance, sperm competitiveness, 

male harm) to test for evolutionary trade-offs, and assessed differences in the load of 

deleterious recessive mutations between selection regimens (through inbreeding) in two traits 

(male mating success and egg-to-adult viability) that show substantial inbreeding load in D. 

melanogaster (Hughes, 1995b, Robinson et al., 2009). Mutations affecting both traits are, on 

average, partially recessive (Hughes, 1995b) making inbreeding a pertinent assay for 

quantifying load. Negative genetic correlations between mating success and other fitness-

related traits might indicate a constraint on genetic benefits to choosy females. Conversely, if 

variance in mating success is supplied by mutations, then mutational load should evolve and 

we need not expect evolutionary trade-offs; females will benefit by producing offspring with 

good genes. 

 

2.3 Results 

Evolutionary response 

To identify whether or not there had been an evolutionary response, we assayed the male 

mating success of 100 outbred males from each selection line against standard competitor 

males from the base population (SM2.3). We also measured the mating success of 100 inbred 

males from each line in the same way to quantify the load of deleterious recessive mutations 

affecting mating success (SM2.3). Test females were non-virgins that rejected both males in 

57.6% of mating trials, demonstrating that they were capable of choosing whether or not to 

bear the costs of remating. Males from success-selected lines obtained significantly more 

matings than males from failure-selected lines (21.1±7.1% mean difference across the four 

days, SM3; Figure 2.1A; Table 2.1) and control lines (13.1±5.0%; Figure S2.1A; Table S2.1; 

see Figure S2.2 for the mating success of all 12 lines), but failure-selected and control lines 

were not significantly different (Figure S2.1A; Table S2.1). Inbred males secured fewer 

matings than outbred males (Figure 2.1A; Table 2.1), demonstrating the genotypic condition 

dependence of mating success. However, failure-selected males did not have heightened 

inbreeding depression for male mating success (i.e. there was no regimen-by-cross 
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interaction; Figure 2.1A), that would have suggested that mutations affecting mating success 

had differentially accumulated in these lines. 

Good genes 

Traditional good genes benefits invoke viability or mutational load benefits of sexual 

selection. Therefore, we assayed the egg-to-adult viability of inbred and outbred flies from 

each line (SM2.4). We identified a significant regimen-by-cross interaction for egg-to-adult 

viability, where flies from failure-selected lines suffered inbreeding depression compared to 

flies from success-selected lines, which did not (Figure 2.1B; Table 2.1; see Figure S2.1B for 

controls). Furthermore, mating success and inbreeding depression (for viability) were 

significantly correlated across the 12 selection lines (Rho = 0.72, P = 0.011; Figure S2.3) 

demonstrating that mating success correlates with the load of deleterious recessive alleles that 

directly affect viability. 

 

Table 2.1 | Effect of selection regimen, inbreeding (cross), and sex on fitness-related traits. Model 1 is 

a generalised linear mixed model while Model 2 is a linear mixed model. Each model was also 

analysed with a randomisation test (1,000 permutations). d.f., degrees of freedom. Bold font indicates 

significance at α = 0.05. 
    P 

Trait Source d.f. χ
2
 Model 1 Model 2 Randomisation 

Male mating success Regimen 1 10.46 0.001   0.002 

 Cross 1 4.75 0.029  0.029 

 Regimen x Cross 1 1.40 0.237  0.129 

       

Egg-to-adult viability Regimen 1 1.89 0.169  0.174 

 Cross 1 3.12 0.078  0.081 

 Regimen x Cross 1 4.63 0.031  0.035 

       

Wing size (squared) Regimen 1 3.99  0.046 0.034 

       

Sperm competitiveness Regimen 1 5.91 0.015  0.021 

       

Desiccation resistance  Regimen 1 0.10  0.758 0.755 

(log-transformed) Sex 1 1379.09  <0.001 <0.001 

 Regimen x Sex 1 0.06  0.805 0.791 

       

Female fecundity Regimen 1 0.51  0.476 0.426 

 Cross 1 0.56  0.455 0.430 

 Regimen x Cross 1 0.07  0.793 0.793 

       

Female productivity Regimen 1 0.05   0.816 0.811 
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Figure 2.1 | Effect of selection history (success-selected; solid, failure-selected; open), cross 

(outbred, inbred) and sex on fitness-related traits. (A) Standardised male mating success. Ten 

males from each of 10 replicate families for each level of inbreeding per line were assayed (N = 678 

matings total from 1,600 mating trials). Mating trials were conducted on four consecutive days, with 

one line from each treatment performed on each day, and standardised to have a mean of zero and 

standard deviation of one for each day. (B) Egg-to-adult viability. We assayed the egg-to-adult 

viability of offspring from up to 25 brother-sister and 25 unrelated pairs across five families for each 

line (N = 362 crosses total). (C) Desiccation resistance. For each line, approximately 100 males and 

100 females were desiccated until death in 10 replicate vials (N = 1,546 total). (D) Sperm 

competitiveness (P2). Sperm competitiveness was quantified against a brown-eyed mutant fly strain 

as the proportion of offspring sired by the experimental male (N = 28 success-selected and 34 failure-

selected males). Means (±SEM) are of four replicate selection lines for each selection regimen. 

Joining lines are for illustrative purposes only. 
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Trade-offs 

We then tested for trade-offs with other fitness-related traits. First, we assayed desiccation 

resistance (SM2.5) because desiccation stress may affect fitness in natural populations and 

cuticular hydrocarbons influence both male attractiveness and desiccation resistance. Recent 

evidence suggests that high-signalling males may be more vulnerable to desiccation, 

indicating that there may be a trade-off (Foley et al., 2007, Foley and Telonis-Scott, 2011) 

and sexual dimorphism in desiccation resistance is evident in our stock population (Figure 

S2.1C; Table S2.2). However, this sexual dimorphism did not evolve and there was no 

significant difference between selection regimens for desiccation resistance (Figure 2.1C; 

Table 2.1). Second, we quantified female fecundity (SM2.4) and productivity (SM2.6) 

because both intra- (Pischedda and Chippindale, 2006) and interlocus (Chippindale et al., 

2001) sexual conflict are well documented for this species, particularly in laboratory 

populations, and such conflict could maintain genetic variation in mating success. However, 

female fecundity was not different between selection regimens (Table 2.1) and, when 

experimental males were mated with standard females, productivity was not lower for 

females mated with males from success-selected lines (Table 2.1) suggesting that there was 

no evidence for intra- or interlocus sexual conflict. Finally, we assayed one component of 

sperm competitive ability because female fruit flies are polyandrous and pre- and post-

copulatory traits have been known to trade-off (Simmons and Emlen, 2006). Our measure of 

sperm competitiveness was P2, the proportion of offspring sired by experimental males 

mated second (Boorman and Parker, 1976) and in competition with males from a brown-eyed 

recessive, isogenic strain (SM2.7). P2 was significantly higher for success-selected lines 

(Figure 2.1D; Table 2.1). To ensure this result was not simply due to differences in larval 

competitive ability (i.e. that larva from success-selected lines are competitively superior), we 

reared 50 experimental larvae and 50 brown-eyed larvae in each of five replicate vials per 

line. We found no significant difference between success- and failure-selected lines 

(generalised linear mixed model; χ
2 

= 0.98, d.f. = 1, P = 0.321), indicating that the difference 

in the proportion of adults in the P2 experiment was not explained by success-selected flies 

being more viable. 

Body size 

Body size is an important predictor of mating success in D. melanogaster (e.g. Partridge and 

Farquhar, 1983) and might explain any response to mating success selection. Indeed, success-
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selected flies were larger than failure-selected flies (SM2.8; wing area of 0.91±0.02 mm
2
 and 

0.87±0.01 mm
2
 respectively; Table 2.1). Therefore, we might expect that body size is a 

simple proxy for attractiveness that is inversely proportional to mutational load. To test this 

hypothesis, we performed a separate artificial selection experiment on body size (SM2.9) 

with flies derived from the same stock population. Wing size diverged significantly 

(0.90±0.01 and 0.78±0.02 respectively; Table S2.3) and large flies were more viable than 

small flies (Table S2.3). However, both selection regimens (large-selected and small-selected 

flies) suffered inbreeding depression for viability (i.e. no significant interaction; Table S2.3); 

only success-selected flies were purged of inbreeding depression. 

 

2.4 Discussion 

We provide the first empirical evidence of the evolutionary response of male mating success, 

demonstrating that genetic variation along the axis of precopulatory sexual selection was 

present in the base population, or that variation rapidly accumulated through new mutations 

or the recruitment of new loci (Rowe and Houle, 1996, Wilkinson and Taper, 1999). Our 

supporting experiments show that success-selected populations have purged their load of 

recessive mutations that affect viability, with no negative consequences for the other life-

history traits that are likely candidates for a trade-off with mating success. 

Our results contrast with the only two previous laboratory studies that have directly 

selected on male mating success (Hall et al., 2004, McGuigan et al., 2008). While Hall et al. 

(Hall et al., 2004) only selected for three generations, which may contribute to the lack of a 

response to selection, McGuigan et al. (McGuigan et al., 2008) applied a similar approach as 

here for 10 generations. One potential explanation for the contrast is that our experimental 

populations were established from a newly-formed stock population, compared to the long-

standing stock of D. bunnanda used by McGuigan et al. (McGuigan et al., 2008). ‘Off-peak’ 

populations – those not yet near their adaptive peak – are expected to harbour more additive 

genetic variation with good genes potential as they rapidly respond to their novel 

environment, compared to ‘peak’ populations – those near their adaptive peak – where such 

benefits have been exhausted over time (Long et al., 2012). Hence, starting our experiment 

with a newly-formed stock population may have contributed to the observed evolutionary 

response to selection. 
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We show that success-selection on mating success purged recessive mutations that affect 

viability, indicating that female preferences avoid ‘bad’ genes, and that genetic variation in 

mating success is supplied, in part, by mutations that affect viability. However, inbreeding 

depression in success-selected lines was completely purged (Figure 2.1B), suggesting that 

viability benefits may be rapidly exhausted under elevated sexual selection. In contrast, male 

mating success remained subject to inbreeding depression, suggesting that the load of 

recessive mutations affecting mating success (and therefore condition) is too large and 

individual effects are too small to be purged, in line with the genic capture hypothesis (Rowe 

and Houle, 1996, Wilkinson and Taper, 1999). We provide a nuanced view of the genetic 

architecture; evidently, success in mate acquisition is not only due to recessive viability genes 

(i.e. good genes), but also additive gene action affecting mating success genes (Fisherian-

type). Our results also support recent studies in other taxa that show that sexual selection can 

purge deleterious mutations (Almbro and Simmons, 2014, Lumley et al., 2015, Radwan, 

2004, Jarzebowska and Radwan, 2010). 

We found no evidence for trade-offs between mating success and four important fitness 

traits of Drosophila. Sexual conflict is well documented in D. melanogaster (e.g. Chippindale 

et al., 2001), and is particularly related to body size (Pitnick and García–González, 2002), so 

it is perhaps surprising that we found no evidence for sexual conflict in this study. The lack of 

observed sexual conflict may reflect reduced sexual conflict over attractiveness compared to 

post-copulatory fitness-related traits and body size, or may be that we have not adequately 

measured sexual conflict. For desiccation resistance, while there is some evidence to suggest 

that mating success and resistance might trade-off (Foley et al., 2007, Foley and Telonis-

Scott, 2011), this relationship is not well understood for D. melanogaster. Finally, we found 

that male mating success and sperm offence appeared to be positively correlated, with males 

from success-selected lines having higher P2. While this may reflect a general good genes 

benefit, where mutations negatively affecting condition-dependent mating success also 

reduce sperm competitive ability, there are a number of alternative explanations for this 

pattern. For example, a similar pattern could emerge if females biased paternity towards 

attractive males or away from unattractive males (Snook and Hosken, 2004), or if the larger, 

success-selected males transferred a higher volume of sperm or seminal fluids. Additionally, 

we only measured P2 (sperm offence) and therefore cannot conclude that success-selected 

males are better sperm competitors overall. It is unlikely that the observed difference between 

selection regimens is a consequence of more intense sperm competition in success-selected 
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lines given that females used to establish each generation were virgins that were paired with 

males for only 24 h, and female remating within this time is rare (Manning, 1962). 

Regardless of the mechanism, our results show that male mating success and P2 are unlikely 

to be strongly, negatively correlated. 

One explanation for the lack of observed trade-offs is that genetic correlations among 

traits vary depending on environmental conditions (Sgro and Hoffmann, 2004), and novel 

environmental conditions can cause an alignment between natural and sexual selection when 

it is otherwise antagonistic in well adapted populations (Long et al., 2012). Indeed, most 

evidence for sexual conflict in D. melanogaster comes from long-standing laboratory 

populations (e.g. Chippindale et al., 2001, Stewart et al., 2005) where synergistic variation is 

largely eroded (since selection can act efficiently on synergistic variation in a stable 

environment) and only antagonistic variation persists. We have assessed the traits that are 

most likely to be involved in a trade-off with male attractiveness and to have profound fitness 

consequences. Nevertheless, there are limitations of a trait-based approach to quantifying 

trade-offs – namely that the key trait has been missed. While it seems unlikely that ‘hidden’ 

trade-offs would counter the substantial positive effects on viability and competitive mating 

success, only an assay of total fitness would provide definitive support for a complete 

rejection of the trade-off hypothesis. The positive effects we document agree with Houle’s 

(Houle, 1991) finding of substantial positive genetic correlations between life-history traits, 

as well as with the genic capture hypothesis in general (Houle and Kondrashov, 2002, Rowe 

and Houle, 1996), where trade-offs are not necessary for maintaining variation in condition-

dependent, fitness-related traits. 

Rather than being limited by trade-offs, we suggest that the presence of genetic variation 

in male mating success is related to the ecological opportunity for sexual selection. In the 

context of female choice, standing genetic variation might reflect a balance between the 

ecological opportunity for females to make reliable mate choice decisions (inclusive of the 

direct costs of choice) and the indirect fitness benefits of being choosy, versus the direct 

benefit of being less choosy and its associated indirect fitness costs. In success-selected 

populations in this study, we enhanced the opportunity for females to make a reliable choice 

by providing them with two competing males in a confined space. This resulted in an 

evolutionary increase in male attractiveness and elevated the indirect fitness benefits to 

females. 
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Finally, we showed that artificial selection on both male mating success and body size 

increased the size of male flies. However, only sexual selection was associated with the 

purging of recessive mutations that affect viability, with large-selected flies still suffering 

inbreeding depression. This suggests that multivariate selection on mating success is different 

to artificial selection on body size, even though the changes in body size are similar, and 

shows that body size is not a simple proxy for mutational load. This demonstrates that 

precopulatory sexual selection is crucial to purging deleterious recessive alleles affecting 

viability. 

Conclusions 

Our results provide novel evidence for the evolutionary divergence in competitive mating 

success, which has important implications for understanding the selective pressures acting on 

female mate choice. Moreover, the experiments show how increasing the strength of sexual 

selection on competitive mating success removes deleterious recessive mutations that affect 

viability. This is a result that has important implications for conservation because it reveals 

the positive effects that sexual selection can have (purging inbreeding depression) under 

conditions of inbreeding that are commonly found in small, captive populations (e.g. Lacy, 

1993, Woodworth et al., 2002). Consistent with genic capture models (Houle, 1991, Houle 

and Kondrashov, 2002, Rowe and Houle, 1996), we found no evidence that genetic variation 

in attractiveness is maintained by trade-offs with other important life-history traits. Together, 

these results reveal the indirect Fisherian and good genes benefits of female mating bias. 

 

2.5 Methods 

SM2.1. Experimental design 

A stock population of D. melanogaster was established in December 2012 from wild-caught 

flies collected en-masse from Innisfail, Queensland, Australia and maintained in a 9 L 

(270x180x180 cm) population cage with overlapping generations. Twelve selection lines 

were generated from the stock approximately 10 generations later. We expect that this stock 

is experiencing some adaptation to the laboratory environment (Sgro and Partridge, 2000). 

However, we chose to establish our populations after 10 generations to balance adaptation 
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with the accumulation of deleterious mutations in the benign environment (Bryant and Reed, 

1999, Woodworth et al., 2002). All flies were maintained on standard agar-maize-yeast 

medium at 25 °C with a 12:12 light:dark cycle. Experimental flies were maintained in 50 mL 

vials with 10 mL standard food media and kept at no more than 50 individuals per vial and 

equal sex ratio when in mixed sex milieu. 

SM2.2. Artificial selection on male mating success 

To initiate the experiment, flies were collected across two days of emergence and allowed to 

mate freely for this time plus an additional 24 h, ensuring all individuals had ample time to 

mate at least once. Flies were then separated by sex and held in vials of no more than 50 

individuals, with female food supplemented with live yeast. Binomial mate choice trials were 

carried out five days later where, for each trial, two males were placed in a 50 mL vial with 

10 mL standard food for 20 min before being presented with a non-virgin female of the same 

age. Vials were then scanned for up to 90 min between 0800-1400 h. Males that succeeded in 

mounting females were separated from the female under cold anaesthesia and allocated to 

one of four success-selected lines, while the remaining males were similarly anaesthetised 

and allocated to one of four failure-selected lines. If neither male mated within 90 min, all 

flies from that vial were discarded. Four control lines were established with unselected males 

not exposed to the binomial mating trials. All males were given a three day respite before 

being used to initiate the next generation. The census population size of each 

selection/control line was 25 males and 25 virgin females, which were left to lay for 24 h in 

five replicate vials, each with five males and five females, before being discarded. For each 

subsequent round of selection, screen (i.e. non-virgins used in mate choice trials) and virgin 

females came from the line rather than the base population and males from success-selected 

lines that failed to mate and males from failure-selected lines that acquired a mate were 

discarded. Selection continued for 14 rounds across 17 generations, generating populations 

with ancestries of success or failure in mate acquisition. Flies used in all subsequent assays 

were reared at standard density (50 per vial), collected as first instar larvae and had not been 

passed through the selection protocol. 

SM2.3. Male mating success assay (generation 18) 

To assay male mating success, 10 single-pair crosses were established per line (10 families). 

For each family, emerging adults were collected with one female paired with a brother 
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(generating inbred offspring) and another paired with an unrelated male from a different 

family (generating outbred offspring). Pairs were allowed to mate and lay for 24 h before 

being discarded. Emerging adults from these crosses were then collected across 48 h of 

emergence and held for a further 24 h, as with the selection protocol. Males were then 

collected under cold anaesthesia and held in vials for five days. Females were discarded. 

Standard females and standard competitor males used in the mating trial assay were collected 

as first instar larvae from the base population and raised at standard density. As with the 

experimental flies, standard males and females were collected across 48 h and allowed to 

mate freely for a further 24 h before being separated by sex and held for five days. Three 

hours before the mating trials were conducted, standard males were placed into small 

population cages (125 mL; ~200 individuals per cage) and supplied with live yeast 

impregnated with blue food dye which, upon consumption, is visible as a blue marking in the 

abdomen. Ten males from each family were then exposed to mating trials, which were similar 

to the selection protocol, although here they were competed against standard blue males and 

presented to standard females. Vials (50 ml) were then scanned visually by two observers. 

Copulating pairs were removed by aspiration and transferred to new vials until the conclusion 

of the mating trial period. Family integrity of the males was maintained by transferring 

copulating pairs from each family to separate vials. If neither male had mated after 90 min, 

both individuals were discarded. All remaining males were checked for the blue marking on 

the abdomen and hence the number of experimental males that succeeded or failed in mate 

acquisition was obtained for each family. Mating trials were conducted across four 

consecutive days, with one line from each treatment performed on each day.  

SM2.4. Egg-to-adult viability and fecundity assays (generation 18) 

We quantified the egg-to-adult viability of inbred and outbred flies from each of five families 

per line. For each family, virgin flies were collected and separated by sex for nine days. 

Crosses were then established by pairing females (sisters) with either a brother (five 

replicates) or an unrelated male from the same selection line (five replicates; producing a 

total of 50 crosses per line), with a comparison used to estimate segregating mutational load. 

Protocol followed Robinson et al. (2009), where pairs were held together for 48 h in vials 

with a standardised scoop of live yeast, before being transferred to new vials for egg laying. 

Pairs were then held together for exactly 24 h on standard food before being discarded. The 

number of eggs within each vial was counted within four hours of the adults being removed 
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and this value was scored as female fecundity. After 14 days, vials were inverted and frozen 

at -20 °C. Adult flies were then counted and the number of eggs laid and adults emerged for 

each vial was used in the analyses. Vials in which fewer than ten adults had emerged were 

excluded from analyses. 

SM2.5. Desiccation resistance assay (generation 21) 

To assess desiccation resistance, we followed a similar protocol as Kennington et al. (2001). 

Flies from each experimental population were held in a controlled temperature room at 25 °C 

with ambient humidity in the absence of water and the time taken to death was the measure of 

resistance. To measure desiccation resistance, standard density-reared flies were collected as 

they emerged over 48 h and allowed to mate freely for a further 24 h. Flies were then 

separated by sex and held in vials of 10 individuals for 10 replicate vials per sex per line (i.e. 

100 males and 100 females per line). Flies were held on standard food for five days before 

being transferred, at random, to empty 50 mL vials with a mesh lid secured with an elastic 

band. Vials were held under constant light and checked for dead flies seven hours later and at 

half hourly intervals thereafter until all flies had died. The time to death of each fly 

calculated. 

We similarly measured the desiccation resistance and dry weight of flies (100 males and 

100 females) from the stock population to see if there is a general size-effect on desiccation 

resistance and identify if there is sexual dimorphism in the base population. Dry weight was 

obtained by placing flies into an oven at 60 °C for 48 h and then at ambient conditions for 24 

h before weighing them with a Sartorius SE3 micro-balance. 

SM2.6. Direct male harm assay (generation 20) 

We quantified the female productivity of standard females from the stock population exposed 

to success- and failure-selected males from each experimental line to assess male harm. If 

attractive males are more harmful to females, then female productivity should be lower when 

mated to males from success-selected lines. To measure this, flies were reared at standard 

density and five virgin males from each of six replicate vials per line were collected (30 

males per line). Standard, virgin females were collected from the base population, reared at 

standard density and held in vials of no more than 20. Flies were aged to 11-12 days before 

line males were paired with standard females in individual vials and scanned for copulations. 
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At the end of copulation, females were transferred to a fresh vial with live yeast for 24 h 

(males were discarded), and transferred to another yeasted vial for a further 48 h before being 

discarded. All vials were frozen after 14 days and the number of adults that had emerged was 

counted. 

SM2.7. Sperm competitive ability assay (generation 22) 

To quantify sperm competitive ability, we followed a similar protocol to Travers et al. 

(2016b) with minor technical differences. Briefly, we allowed competitor strain males and 

females to mate freely in vials (10 males and 10 females) for 2 h, before isolating 550 

females into individual vials for 48 h. Five males from each of 10 families per line were then 

paired with females. After a further 24 h, females were transferred to a fresh vial with live 

yeast and held for 72 h to lay, before being discarded. Twelve days later vials were inverted, 

frozen and the numbers of wild-type and brown-eyed offspring that emerged were counted. 

Only females that produced wild-type and brown-eyed offspring were included in analyses. 

Our estimate of sperm competitive ability was simply the proportion of wild-type 

adults produced, and therefore included sperm competition between wild-type and brown-

eyed flies as well as any larval competition. If, for example, larvae from success-selected 

lines were more competitive than larvae from failure-selected lines, then the resultant 

proportion of wild-type adults would reflect higher sperm competitiveness in success-selected 

lines. To ensure the effect was due to sperm competition and not competitive larval viability, 

we reared 50 experimental larvae and 50 brown-eyed larve in each of five replicate vials per 

line. The number of experimental flies that emerged (or not) was counted and scored as larval 

competitive ability. 

SM2.8. Wing size of success/failure-selected lines (generation 18) 

To measure wing size, we reared flies at standard density in five replicate vials for each line. 

From each vial, we measured five males’ wings (25 males per line) by removing them with 

forceps and mounting them on slides with Histoclear (National Diagnostics, Inc) and 

Aquamount (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc). Photos were taken, analysed using Object-Image 

(Vischer et al., 1994) and the wing area was computed using landmark analysis as described 

by Gilchrist and Partridge (1999).  
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SM2.9. Artificial selection on body size 

In addition to simply measuring the wing sizes of flies from our experimental populations, we 

performed a separate artificial selection experiment on body size with flies derived from the 

same stock population. If mating success is simply due to size divergence, then this becomes 

an important adjunct for assessing the correlated responses – do correlated responses differ 

between size-selection and success/failure-selection lines? To assess this, non-virgin adults 

were collected four to five days after the start of eclosion and separated into single-sex vials 

for four days. Selection involved aligning 100 anaesthetised males under a dissecting 

microscope and selecting, by eye, the 25 largest and 25 smallest individuals. This was 

repeated for females and then both steps repeated for replicate lines. Three large-selected 

lines were generated by combining five large females with five large males in five replicate 

vials (N = 50) for each line and allowing flies to mate for 24 h, before being transferred to 

fresh laying vials for a further 24 h to produce the next generation. Four small-selected lines 

were similarly established. Emerging adults from these crosses were used for the next 

generation of selection, where only the 25 largest (for large-selected lines) or the 25 smallest 

(for small-selected lines)flies  were used to initiate further generations. Selection continued 

for 11 generations. 

We then measured the wing size and egg-to-adult viability of size-selected flies for 

comparison with our success/failure-selected flies. The viability assay protocol was the same 

as with selection for success/failure, with five inbred/outbred pairs assayed from each of five 

families per line. Wing size was measured (as above) for five males from each of four 

standard density picks. 

SM2.10. Statistical Analyses 

All statistical tests were performed using the R statistical platform (http://cran.r-project.org/). 

Generalised/linear mixed models (G/LMMs) were performed using the lme4 package (Bates 

et al., 2014).  

The effects of regimen, cross and their interaction on male mating success were analysed 

using a generalised linear mixed effects model (GLMM) on the number of wins and losses 

for each family. The model included regimen, cross, and regimen-by-cross interaction as 

fixed effects and line (nested within regimen) and day (nested within line) as random effects. 
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Day was included as a random effect since the proportion of experimental males that mated 

varied significantly across the four days of mating trials (0.49, 0.59, 0.70, 0.69) and this could 

have been explained by, for example, variation in the amount of blue dye consumed by 

competitor males between days. An observation-level random effect was added because data 

were overdispersed (residual deviance of 202.5 on 143 degrees of freedom). 

The effects of regimen, cross and their interaction on egg-to-adult viability were analysed 

using a GLMM for the number of adults and dead flies (dead = eggs - adults). Since there 

were replicate vials within a family, family was added as a random effect in the model 

(nested within line). Data were overdispersed (residual deviance of 2,081.1 on 356 degrees of 

freedom) and an observation level random effect was added to the model. 

The effects of selection regimen, cross and their interaction on fecundity were analysed 

using a linear mixed effects model (LMM) on the number of eggs. As with viability, line 

(nested within regimen) and family (nested within line) were included as random effects in 

the model. 

The effect of selection regimen on productivity was analysed using a LMM on the 

number of adults, with line (nested within regimen) and vial (nested within line) included as 

random effects. 

The effect of regimen on sperm competitive ability (number of emerging wild-type 

versus brown-eyed flies) was analysed using a GLMM with regimen (fixed), line (random; 

nested within regimen) and family (random; nested within line) all included in the model. An 

observation-level random effect was added to correct for overdispersion (residual deviance of 

210.9 on 58 degrees of freedom). 

Competitive larval ability (number alive versus number dead) was analysed using 

GLMM, with regimen (fixed), line (random; nested within regimen) and vial (random; nested 

within line) included in the model. An observation-level random effect was added to correct 

for overdispersion (residual deviance of 46.4 on 37 degrees of freedom). 

The effect of regimen, sex and their interaction on desiccation resistance was analysed 

with a linear model on the log-transformed survival times (minutes to death) of each 

individual fly. Since there were up to 10 flies in a vial the model included the effects of 
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regimen, sex and their interaction as fixed effects and line (nested within regimen) and vial 

(nested within line) as random effects. For the base population, we analysed the effect of sex, 

weight and their interaction on desiccation resistance using a linear model. 

Wing size was analysed using a LMM with the effects of selection regimen (fixed), line 

(random; nested within selection regimen) and vial (random; nested within line) included in 

the model. Data were squared prior to analysis. 

Analyses of wing size and egg-to-adult viability for size-selected lines followed that of 

success/failure-selected lines. An observation-level random effect was added to correct for 

overdispersion when analysing egg-to-adult viability (residual deviance of 3252.0 on 288 

degrees of freedom). 

For each of the analyses described above, we then performed randomisation tests by 

randomly assigning trait values across the explanatory variables and recalculating the Chi-

square value. The observed Chi-square value was then compared to the distribution generated 

from 1,000 randomisations and a P value was obtained as the proportion of times that 

χ
2

O >  χ
2

P (where χ
2

 O is the observed Chi-square value and χ
2

P is the permuted Chi-square 

value). 
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2.6 Supporting Figures and Tables 

 

Figure S2.1 | Effect of selection regimen, cross and sex on fitness-related traits from all 

experimental lines (A) Standardised mean (±SEM) male mating success of outbred and inbred 

success-selected (black), failure-selected (white) and control (grey) flies. Mating success of the lines 

was standardised by the mean and standard deviation of the total proportion of experimental males 

that mated on each of four consecutive days. (B) Mean (±SEM) egg-to-adult viability of outbred and 

inbred success-selected (black), failure-selected (white) and control (grey) flies. (C) Desiccation 

resistance and weight of male (shaded squares) and female (open circles) flies from the stock 

population. 
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Figure S2.2 | Standardised male mating success of outbred (solid) and inbred (open) flies from 

the 12 selection/control lines. Points represent the mean (±SEM) proportion of matings across the 10 

families for each line/cross. Mating success of the lines was standardised by the mean and standard 

deviation of the total proportion of experimental males that mated on each day. 

 

 

 

Figure S2.3 | Relationship between standardised male mating success inbreeding load. 

Inbreeding load is quantified as the inbreeding depression in egg-to-adult viability and is calculated as 

(MI-MO)/F where, for each line (success-selected (black), control (grey) and failure-selected (white)), 

MI is the viability of inbred flies, MO is the viability of outbred flies and F is the inbreeding 

coefficient, 0.25. Note that more negative values of direction dominance indicate a larger load of 

deleterious recessive mutations. 
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Table S2.1 | Effect of selection regimen, inbreeding (cross) and their interaction on male mating 

success of all lines, success-selected versus control lines, and failure-selected versus control lines. 

Model 1 is a generalised linear mixed model that was analysed with a randomisation test (1,000 

permutations). Bold font indicates significance at α = 0.05. 
        P   

Trait Source d.f. χ
2
 Model 1 Randomisation 

Male mating success  Regimen 2 10.35 0.006 0.001 

(All lines) Cross 1 7.6 0.006 0.004 

 Regimen x Cross 2 1.44 0.488 0.306  

      

Male mating success  Regimen 1 5.56 0.018 0.045 

(Success-selected v control) Cross 1 8.9 0.003 0.001 

 Regimen x Cross 1 0.17  0.684 0.633  

      

Male mating success  Regimen 1 1.3 0.255 0.250 

(Failure-selected v control) Cross 1 2.75 0.097 0.102 

  Regimen x Cross 1 0.60 0.438 0.456 

 

 

 

Table S2.2 | Effect of sex, weight and their interaction on the desiccation resistance of males and 

females from the stock population. Model 1 is a linear mixed model that was analysed with a 

randomisation test (1,000 permutations). Bold font indicates significance at α = 0.05.  

        P  

Trait Source d.f. χ
2
 Model 1 Randomisation 

Desiccation resistance Sex 1 157.78 <0.001 <0.001 

(Stock population) Weight 1 3.06 0.080 0.082 

  Sex x Weight 1 5.36 0.021 0.015 

 

 

 

 

 

Table S2.3 | Effect of selection regimen, inbreeding (cross) and their interaction on wing size and 

egg-to-adult viability of size-selected lines. Model 1 is a generalised linear mixed model and model 2 

is a linear mixed model. Each model was also analysed with a randomisation test (1,000 

permutations). Bold font indicates significance at α = 0.05. 
         P    

Trait Source d.f. χ
2
 Model 1 Model 2 Randomisation 

Egg-to-adult viability  Regimen 1 6.26 0.012   0.005 

(large v small) Cross 1 7.79 0.005  0.003 

 Regimen x Cross 1 0.03 0.864  0.820 

       

Wing size Regimen 1 29.00   <0.0001 <0.0001 
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Chapter 3 

An evaluation of selection followed by inbreeding as a method for 

understanding the genetics of quantitative traits 
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3.1 Abstract 

Identifying the type of segregating variation underlying quantitative traits can shed light on 

the long-standing question of how genetic variation is maintained in fitness-related traits. 

Here, we aimed to identify whether or not quantitative trait variation in male mating success 

and body size in Drosophila melanogaster is maintained through mutation-selection balance 

or balancing selection. For both traits, we applied bidirectional selection followed by an 

inbreeding assay to quantify the load of recessive mutations. If variation is supplied by 

mutations, then the mutational load should respond to selection in a predictable way; 

specifically, be reduced in success-selected and large populations (less inbreeding 

depression), and increased in failure-selected and small populations (more inbreeding 

depression). We tested this using a range of approaches, both statistical and empirical, and 

compared their strengths in testing the deleterious mutation model. On average, both traits 

responded relatively symmetrically to selection, and inbreeding depression of the focal traits 

was similar across selection regimens, suggesting no differences in mutational load. 

However, for the mating success selection experiment, egg-to-adult viability showed 

heightened inbreeding depression for failure-selected lines over success-selected lines 

suggesting that deleterious mutations contribute important genetic variation to male mating 

success. We demonstrate that quantifying viability may be an important adjunct to these 

experiments and show that the ratio test (the ratio of inbreeding effects to selection response) 

may be very powerful when effect sizes are large. 
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3.2 Introduction 

Natural populations typically have high levels of genetic variation underlying most traits. 

Indeed, even life-history and sexually selected traits, which are subject to strong directional 

or stabilising selection and demonstrate low heritabilities, maintain ample additive genetic 

variation and have substantial evolutionary potential (Gustafsson, 1986, Hansen et al., 2011, 

Houle, 1992, Merilä and Sheldon, 1999, Mousseau and Roff, 1987, Pomiankowski and 

Møller, 1995, Price and Schluter, 1991). Therefore, understanding the mechanisms 

maintaining genetic variation in natural populations continues to be a focus of research in 

evolutionary biology (Barton and Keightley, 2002, Mitchell-Olds et al., 2007, Josephs et al., 

2017). 

There are two key hypotheses to explain the maintenance of genetic variation in natural 

populations. Firstly, alleles responsible for quantitative trait variation (QTV) segregate at 

intermediate frequencies and are maintained by some form of balancing selection such as 

negative frequency-dependent selection (e.g. Hughes et al., 2013b) or overdominance (e.g. 

Johnston et al., 2013). Secondly, new alleles, that are, on average, partially recessive and 

mildly deleterious (Lynch and Walsh, 1998), are continuously introduced by mutation and 

transiently segregate at low frequency until selection acts to remove them (mutation-selection 

balance; Haldane, 1927). Hence, selection is acting to persistently erode genetic variation. 

Given these key differences, the type of alleles responsible for QTV will influence, among 

other things, how traits respond to selection and the effects of inbreeding. Moreover, 

detection of quantitative trait loci depends on the type of segregating variation; for example, 

intermediate-frequency alleles, particularly those with large effect, are more likely to be 

detected than rare alleles with small effects (Barton and Keightley, 2002, Johnson and 

Barton, 2005). Despite a long-standing interest, surprisingly few studies have empirically 

quantified their relative contributions to QTV (Josephs et al., 2017). 

Kelly (1999) introduced an approach for quantifying the contribution of rare, partially 

recessive alleles to QTV through selection followed by inbreeding. If variation is maintained 

in mutation-selection balance by rare, partially recessive alleles, then changing the selection 

coefficient should cause predictable changes in mutational load which can be quantified 

through inbreeding. Inbreeding is typically associated with a fitness decline due to the 

homozygous expression of deleterious, recessive alleles (Charlesworth and Charlesworth, 
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1999, Charlesworth and Willis, 2009). The extent to which a trait shows directional 

dominance (change in trait mean with inbreeding; (MI-MO)/F where MI is inbred mean, MO is 

outbred mean and F is the inbreeding coefficient), thus, depends on the load of deleterious 

mutations. Kelly (1999) shows that the ratio of the change in directional dominance 

(ΔB = (MI*-MO*)/F-(MI-MO)/F where * represents the selected population) to the change in 

trait mean with selection (ΔM; MO*-MO) reveals the extent to which rare, recessive alleles 

cause QTV (Figure 3.1A; Kelly, 1999, Kelly and Willis, 2001). If ΔB/ΔM ≥ 1, then QTV is 

caused by rare, recessive alleles (Figure 3.1C). This quantifies the expectation that the 

directional dominance should be greater with down-selection (Down), where there is an 

accumulation of segregating deleterious mutations, and reduced with up-selection (Up), 

where deleterious mutations are purged. If ΔB/ΔM ~ 0 (or negative), then variation is caused 

by intermediate-frequency alleles (Figure 3.1B). This approach has only been directly tested 

twice, with flower size in Mimulus guttatus (Kelly and Willis, 2001) and fecundity in 

Drosophila melanogaster (Charlesworth et al., 2007). On both occasions variation was found 

to be caused by intermediate-frequency alleles, suggesting that balancing selection dominates 

the maintenance of additive genetic variation in these traits. 

Here, we test for the contribution of rare, partially recessive alleles to QTV in two 

fitness-related traits, body size and male mating success, in D. melanogaster. Male mating 

success is under directional selection, has substantial inbreeding load (Ala‐Honkola et al., 

2013, Hughes, 1995b, Partridge et al., 1985, Pendlebury and Kidwell, 1974, Sharp, 1984, 

Valtonen et al., 2014), and some evidence suggests that variation in mating success is 

maintained in mutation-selection balance (Hughes, 1995a; see also Chapter 2); although not 

all (Houle et al., 1994). In contrast, body size shows limited directional dominance (Table 

10.2 in Lynch and Walsh, 1998) and selection pressures acting on body size may be variable, 

suggesting that balancing selection may be important for maintaining genetic variation.  

We use Kelly’s (1999) suggested method for identifying the nature of the genes 

responsible for QTV. In addition, we employ a number of other comparable assays designed 

to shed light on the same question. Firstly, using a linear modelling approach, we test for a 

significant regimen-by-inbreeding interaction that would demonstrate that inbreeding effects 

are different between regimens. We compare the power of these two approaches (ratio test 

and linear models) using a series of simulations. Secondly, we assess the correlation between 

ΔB and ΔM across replicate selection lines; ΔB and ΔM should be positively correlated if 
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rare recessives cause variation, consistent with the idea that lines that respond strongly to 

selection either accumulate (in Down lines) or purge mutations (in Up lines). Thirdly, we 

address the symmetry in the response to selection, which should be asymmetrical if rare 

recessives cause variation (although there are alternative explanations), with a stronger 

response in Down lines than Up lines, and symmetrical if intermediate-frequency alleles 

cause variation (Frankham, 1990). Finally, we quantify fixed mutational load in egg-to-adult 

viability. If mutations have become fixed within Down populations, then these would not 

contribute to directional dominance and may underestimate the Kelly ratio. We also discuss 

the importance of inbreeding depression in egg-to-adult viability for the Kelly method in light 

of results presented in Chapter 2. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.1 | Assessing the contribution of intermediate-frequency alleles and rare, recessive 

alleles to quantitative trait variation (QTV) through selection and inbreeding. A) The ratio 

ΔB/ΔM, where ΔM is the change in trait mean with selection and ΔB is the difference in directional 

dominance (B) between the control (BC) and selected (BS) lines (i.e. ΔB = BS-BC), is an indicator of 

the contribution of rare, recessive alleles to QTV (Kelly, 1999). B) When ΔB/ΔM ~ 0, QTV is caused 

by intermediate-frequency alleles. C) When ΔB/ΔM ~ 1, QTV is caused by rare, recessive alleles.  
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The intention is that the combination of these assays and statistical methods provide a 

more complete picture of the effect of artificial selection on mutational load. We review the 

benefits and limitations of each and how they can contribute to our understanding of the 

nature of the alleles responsible for variation in quantitative traits. 

 

3.3 Methods 

Kelly’s method 

We apply Kelly’s ratio test to data generated from experiments described in Chapter 2 of this 

thesis. Briefly, we conducted two separate artificial selection experiments; one where 

selection was applied to male mating success (success and failure selection), and the other 

where selection was applied to body size (large and small size selection). We selected on 

male mating success by exposing males to binomial mate choice trails (two males and a 

female in a vial) and used males successful at mounting females to generate four replicate 

success-selected lines (N = 25 males and 25 virgin females), and males unsuccessful at 

mounting females to generate four replicate failure-selected lines (N = 25 males and 25 virgin 

females). Four control lines were similarly established with males not exposed to the mate 

choice protocol. Selection continued in this way for 14 rounds across 17 generations. We 

selected on body size by selecting the 25 (out of 100) largest males and females for each of 

three large-selected lines, and the 25 smallest males and females for each of four small-

selected lines. Selection was applied for 11 generations. The grand-offspring of the flies from 

the final round of selection were reared at standard density and collected upon emergence 

before reaching sexual maturity. Single-pair crosses (each of which is henceforth referred to 

as a family) were then established by pairing males and females in vials for 24 h. Five 

families were established to assay wing size, while 10 families were used to assay mating 

success. Emerging adults from these crosses were collected as virgins and held in single-sex 

vials before crosses were established. 

For mating success (10 families), females were paired with either a brother (inbred; 

F = 0.25; one per family) or an unrelated male from the same selection line (outbred; F = 0; 

one per family) in yeasted vials (one pair per vial) for 24 h. Ten males emerging from each 

vial were then individually competed against standard competitor males from the base 
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population for access to standard females. These mating trials were conducted across four 

days, with one population from each regimen (success-selected, failure-selected and control) 

trialled on every day. The numbers of successful and unsuccessful experimental males per 

family were used in analyses (see Chapter 2 for full details).  

For body size (five families), pairs (brother-sister or unrelated; five of each cross per 

family) were held together for 48 h to mate and lay eggs before being transferred to fresh 

vials for 24 h. The number of offspring emerging from the second vial was counted and five 

males and five females emerging from this vial had their wings measured. This involved 

removing right wings with forceps, dipping them in Histoclear (National Diagnostics, Inc) 

and mounting them on a glass slide with Aquamount (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc). Black 

and white TIFF images were then taken and wing area was measured using landmark analysis 

(Gilchrist and Partridge, 1999) with ObjectImage (Vischer et al., 1994). For comparison, we 

assayed the wing size of outbred and inbred stock flies from five replicate families in the 

same way. We used wing size as a proxy for body size because wing size correlates with 

body size and can be easily measured on fresh or preserved flies (Reeve and Robertson, 

1953). Our unpublished data for dry weight shows strong positive correlations between wing 

size and dry weight (weighed after storage in ethanol) for males and females, and a positive 

correlation for inbreeding effects across selection lines for the two traits, albeit slightly 

stronger for dry weight. Therefore, wing size is a suitable estimate for quantifying body size. 

Egg-to-adult viability 

Viability assays may be important adjuncts to Kelly’s ratio test. We have previously 

presented data on the egg-to-adult viability of outbred and inbred flies from all selection lines 

(Chapter 2), for which the comparison provides information about the segregating recessive 

mutational load. The relevance of this is discussed in more detail below. For both selection 

experiments, viability was quantified for five brother-sister pairs and five unrelated pairs for 

each of five families per line (25 inbred and 25 outbred pairs per line). Pairs were held 

together for 48 h to mate and lay before being transferred to fresh vials for 24 h. Eggs laid in 

the second vial were counted and adults were counted 14 days later. 

Additionally, we quantified the egg-to-adult viability of between-line crosses as an 

estimate of fixed mutational load. If mutations have become fixed in some selection lines, 

then the viability of between-line crosses should be higher. To estimate fixed load, we used 
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the same five families as for quantifying segregating mutational load, and additionally 

crossed five females (sisters) to males from each of the other two (for large-selected lines) or 

three (for small-, success- and failure-selected lines) selection lines from within the same 

selection regimen. For example, females from L1F1 (large line one, family one) were paired 

with five random males from L2 and L3 as well as five random males from L1 (but not F1). 

For each family, the number of eggs and adults were pooled for each cross type. Thus, we 

had three (for large-selected lines) or four (for success-, failure- and small-selected lines) 

viability scores for each family per line. 

Statistical analyses 

All statistical tests were performed using the R statistical platform (http://cran.r-project.org/). 

Generalised/linear mixed models (G/LM/Ms) were performed using the lme4 package (Bates 

et al., 2014). 

ΔB/ΔM RATIOS 

For male mating success, we first standardised mating success scores to have a mean of zero 

and standard deviation of one for each day since there was variation in the mean mating 

success of the experimental flies across the four days (day 1: 49%, day 2: 59%, day 3: 70%, 

day 4: 69%). This may reflect differences in food quality or the amount of blue stained yeast 

consumed by competitor males. For each selection line, we performed random resampling 

(with replacement) from the 10 families to generate 1,000 bootstrapped replicates of MI* and 

MO* (i.e. for each cross/line we had 10 proportions from which to resample). We repeated 

this for the four control populations and, using the weighted (by the total number of matings 

for each cross/line) mean of the control populations to generate MO and MI values, we 

calculated 1,000 ΔB/ΔM ratios per line. We used the median score along with 95% 

confidence intervals to test for significance (i.e. were scores significantly less than one or 

significantly greater than zero). Given a relatively symmetrical response to selection (see 

below), we followed the approach of Charlesworth et al. (2007) in calculating an experiment-

wide ratio. ΔB and ΔM were calculated, for 1,000 bootstrapped replicates, as half of the 

difference between the mean B and M values of the Up- and Down-selected lines. Mean MO 

and MI for each regimen were calculated as the weighted (by the number of matings for each 

cross/line) mean of the four replicate lines. 
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For body size, analyses were performed independently for each sex. We performed 

similar analyses as for mating success, resampling across the five replicate families to 

generate 1,000 MI*, MO*, MI and MO values for each line. MI and MO values were calculated 

from the five stock population families. Experiment-wide ratios for males and females were 

calculated as described above. Additionally, we tested the condition that 

4MI*-5MO*-4MI+5MO ≤ 0 when the ratio is ≥1 (Kelly and Willis, 2001). Note that the 

equation here differs slightly from Kelly and Willis (2001) because we quantified wing size 

of offspring from brother-sister pairings (F = 0.25), rather than self-fertilised flowers 

(F = 0.5). For this, we used the mean and variance across the five replicate families for each 

selection line and base population. 

G/LM/Ms FOR FOCAL TRAITS 

Kelly’s (1999) method predicts that inbreeding depression should be disproportionately larger 

in Down lines when rare, partially recessive alleles cause variation. Therefore, we should find 

a significant regimen-by-cross interaction for the focal trait. To test this for wing size, we 

perform linear models (LMs) for each sex/line (compared to the stock) on the five family 

means and analysed the effect of regimen, cross and their interaction on male and female 

wing size. We recorded the P value of the interaction for each line. This approach makes the 

results comparable to the randomisation tests described above. We then performed the 

equivalent analyses for the mating success data using generalised linear models (GLMs). 

Given that mating trials were conducted across four days, and were conducted for one line 

from each treatment on each day, we compared each selection line to the control population 

for that day.  

For the experiment-wide effect, we analysed males and females separately and included 

the number of offspring emerging from each vial as a covariate because density is known to 

influence body size. We used the mean wing size of the five males and females from each 

vial. Therefore, we used LMMs with regimen, cross and offspring number (and all interaction 

terms) as fixed effects and line (nested within regimen) and family (nested within line) 

included as random effects. Wing size was transformed (fourth power for females, third 

power for males) prior to analysis for normality using Box-Cox transformations (Box and 

Cox, 1964) with the MASS package (Ripley et al., 2014). The equivalent analysis for mating 

success has been described previously (Chapter 2) and involved performing a GLMM, 

accounting for overdispersion using an observation-level random effect. 
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GLMMs FOR EGG-TO-ADULT VIABILITY 

The analysis for segregating load was described in Chapter 2. Briefly, we analysed the effect 

of regimen, cross and their interaction on the number of adult flies and undeveloped eggs 

(eggs-adults) using a GLMM, accounting for overdispersion with an observation-level 

random effect. Line (nested within regimen) and family (nested within line) were included as 

random effects.  

For the fixed load analysis, all regimens were analysed independently. We analysed the 

effects of female ID (i.e. the line the female was from), male ID and their interaction (fixed 

effects) on the number of live flies and undeveloped eggs. Family was included as a random 

factor. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons were carried out for significant effects. These analyses 

test that crossing between lines influences viability. A significant interaction might suggest 

that within-line crosses have reduced viability compared to between line crosses, which 

would be indicative of fixed mutational load. This makes intuitive sense since an interaction 

would demonstrate that viability for the offspring of females from line A was contingent 

upon whether or not they were mated to a male from line A or a different line. 

LINEAR MODELS, RESAMPLING, AND SAMPLE SIZES 

Above, we have described two approaches for quantifying the interaction that is predicted 

under the deleterious mutation model (LM/M and resampling ratios). Here, we aim to assess 

which approach is more powerful at detecting this interaction when it is present. To do so, we 

used the female wing size data from the stock population. We generated a random normal 

distribution for both inbred and outbred individuals (1,000 samples) using the mean and 

standard deviation across the five stock families. The mean of the outbred (MO) and inbred 

(MI) stock are, thus, the same as our experiment and do not change hereafter. To simulate a 

selected population, we generated four random normal distributions around outbred means 

(MO*) that were one, two, three, and four standard deviations smaller than MO. The standard 

deviations for the outbred selected populations were based on the observed standard deviation 

of our outbred, small-selected populations. The inbred means (MI*) of the selected 

populations were then calculated using the equation 

ΔB/ΔM = ((MI*-MO*)/0.25-(MI-MO)/0.25)/(MO*-MO) where the ratio (ΔB/ΔM) was adjusted 

to be either one or three. We then generated a random normal distribution for MI* using the 

observed standard deviation of the inbred small-selected populations. Hence, by varying the 
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ratio (one and three) and the response to selection (one, two, three, and four standard 

deviations) we had a total eight data sets (see Figure 3.2). Thus, looking at Figure 3.1, we 

held MO and MI constant and systematically adjusted MO* and MI* to change the selection 

and inbreeding responses. We then performed the following on all eight data sets. 

We randomly sampled n samples from each of the four distributions and analysed them 

using the same methods as our experiment: linear models and resampling. That is, we i) 

resampled (with replacement) from the n samples from each distribution 1,000 times, 

generating 1,000 ratios, and recorded the 0.025 confidence interval, and ii) performed a linear 

model on the sampled values and recorded the P value of the interaction term. We repeated 

this 1,000 times for each value of n and recorded the number of times that the ratio was 

significantly >0 and the number of times that the P value of the interaction was <0.05. We 

only recorded these values when the data conformed to the conditions: MO* < MO and 

MI*-MO* < MI-MO. We manipulated n to be three through 100 as this simulates power with 

different sampling effort. 

 

3.4 Results 

ΔB/ΔM ratios and G/LMMs for focal traits 

MALE MATING SUCCESS 

Selection and inbreeding responses for male mating success are presented in Table 3.1. Seven 

of the eight selection lines responded in the direction of selection and most lines showed 

some directional dominance (Table 3.1). On average, the response to selection was 

symmetrical with ~10% ΔM in each direction. Seven of the eight ratios were negative, along 

with the experiment-wide ratio (Table 3.1), but not significantly so because confidence 

intervals were very large and mostly included zero and one. ΔB and ΔM were significantly 

negatively correlated across the eight selection lines (Rho = -0.83, P < 0.05; Figure S3.1). 

The linear models identified one significant interaction, but this was in the wrong direction 

(BS > BC for a Down line). These results align with our previous analyses (Chapter 2; Table 

2.1) where we showed a significant response to selection, but no significant regimen-by-cross 

interaction with a GLMM (Table S3.1).  
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WING SIZE 

All lines responded to selection on body size and the response was, on average, symmetrical 

relative to the stock population (Table 3.2). Most ratios were not significantly different from 

one, although confidence intervals are large and always include zero for males and females. 

For both sexes, the experiment-wide ratio was significantly less than one (Table 3.2), and ΔB 

and ΔM were negatively correlated (Rho = -0.28 for females and Rho = -0.58 for males; 

Figure S3.2 and Figure S3.3, respectively), although not significantly (P > 0.05 for both 

males and females). For females, the LMM identified significant main effects of regimen, 

cross and density on wing size, but no significant interactions (Table 3.3). For males, there 

were additional significant interactions for regimen-by-cross and cross-by-density (Table 

3.3). Most importantly, for the former interaction, large-selected males suffered more 

inbreeding depression than small-selected males (Figure S3.4), counter to expectation.  

 

 
Table 3.1 | Standardised means and changes in inbreeding effects of mating success-selected 

populations 
  MO MI SD evolved ΔB/ΔM PINT 

Control 1 1.92 (3.07) -4.26 (2.88) 0.33    

Control 2 0.96 (3.14) -1.67 (3.03) -0.36   

Control 3 -0.16 (3.11) 1.55 (2.56) -1.16   

Control 4 3.14 (2.48) -4.27 (3.20) 1.19   

      

Success 1 5.39 (2.78) 1.68 (1.67) 2.79 -1.58 0.780 

Success 2 5.34 (2.57) 4.40 (3.02) 2.76 0.67 0.361 

Success 3 3.98 (1.44) -2.88 (2.49) 1.79 -5.05 0.086 

Success 4 6.60 (1.79) -0.66 (2.18) 3.65 -3.33 0.903 

      

Failure 1 -2.50 (2.45) -2.93 (3.02) -2.82 -3.15 0.347 

Failure 2 -9.66 (3.49) -1.03 (3.49) -7.91 -4.21* 0.039* 

Failure 3 -1.30 (2.21) -1.95 (3.07) -1.97 -3.45 0.653 

Failure 4 2.09 (4.04) -7.41 (1.89) 0.44 -6.88 0.891 

OVERALL      -1.75 0.237 

MO is the outbred mean, MI is the inbred mean, standard errors are in parentheses (all calculated from 

the 10 replicate families per cross/line). The number of standard deviations evolved is calculated as 

(MO-M)/SD, where MO is the outbred population mean, and M and SD are the mean and standard 

deviation of the four replicate control populations. B is the directional dominance, calculated as 

MI-MO/F ΔB/ΔM is calculated as ((MI*-MO*)/F-(MI-MO)/F)/(MO*-MO) from 1,000 permutations of 

the data, where asterisks represent the selected population and F is the inbreeding coefficient, 0.25. 

PINT is the P value of the interaction for generalised linear models of each line compared with the 

means of the control populations, or experiment-wide for success-selected versus failure-selected 

populations. *indicates significantly less than 1 or P < 0.05. 
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Table 3.2 | Means and changes in inbreeding effects of size-selected populations 
  MO MI SD evolved ΔB/ΔM 1 ΔB/ΔM 2 PINT 

Females         

    Base 1.122 (0.008) 1.113 (0.013)     

    Large 1 1.211 (0.014) 1.191 (0.012) 4.97 -0.44 -0.51* 0.703 

    Large 2 1.166 (0.016) 1.156 (0.018) 2.42 0.38 -0.03 0.940 

    Large 3 1.212 (0.007) 1.200 (0.014) 4.99 -0.05 -0.12 0.993 

       

    Small 1 1.094 (0.015) 1.061 (0.022) -1.57 2.44 3.35 0.488 

    Small 2 1.038 (0.009) 1.052 (0.019) -4.66 -1.23* -1.12* 0.326 

    Small 3 1.104 (0.014) 1.072 (0.016) -0.99 2.49 5.20 0.436 

    Small 4 1.017 (0.017) 1.007 (0.017) -5.85 -0.03 0.03 0.953 

OVERALL    0.02*  0.951 

       

Males       

    Base 0.866 (0.012) 0.849 (0.013)     

    Large 1 0.935 (0.006) 0.916 (0.009) 2.92 -0.01 -0.08 0.963 

    Large 2 0.908 (0.013) 0.897 (0.013) 1.62 0.69 0.61 0.791 

    Large 3 0.943 (0.006) 0.939 (0.004) 3.27 0.76 0.66 0.479 

       

    Small 1 0.830 (0.010) 0.812 (0.021) -1.95 -0.13 0.04 0.996 

    Small 2 0.791 (0.006) 0.813 (0.015) -2.26 -1.96* -2.09* 0.111 

    Small 3 0.840 (0.008) 0.818 (0.009) -1.53 0.61 0.73 0.839 

    Small 4 0.777 (0.010) 0.793 (0.010) -3.97 -1.49* -1.48* 0.146 

OVERALL      -0.38*  0.443 

MO is the outbred mean and MI is the inbred mean (units are mm
2
), standard errors are in parentheses. 

The number of standard deviations evolved is calculated as (MO*-MO)/SD, where MO* is the selected 

outbred population mean, and MO and SD are the mean and standard deviation of the base population. 

ΔB/ΔM 1 is calculated as ((MI*-MO*)/F-(MI-MO)/F)/(MO*-MO) from 1,000 permutations of the data 

where asterisks represent the selected population and F is the inbreeding coefficient, 0.25, and 

ΔB/ΔM 2 is calculated as 4MI*-5MO*-4MI+5MO. PINT is the P value of the interaction for linear 

models of each line compared with the stock population, or experiment-wide for large versus small 

populations. *indicates significantly less than 1. 
 

 

GLMMs for egg-to-adult viability 

MALE MATING SUCCESS 

For the analysis for segregating load, we identified a significant regimen-by-cross interaction 

where flies from failure-selected populations suffered inbreeding depression compared with 

flies from success-selected populations that did not (Chapter 2; Table 2.1).  

Fixed load was not evident in either success- or failure-selected population since there 

was no significant female ID-by-male ID interaction that might have suggested that within-

line crosses have lower viability than between-line crosses (Table 3.4). There was a 

significant effect of female ID on egg-to-adult viability in the success-selected lines, which is 
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apparently driven by the offspring of females from line three having reduced viability (Figure 

S3.5). There were no significant female, male or interaction effects on egg-to-adult viability 

in the failure-selected populations (Table 3.4). 

 

 

Table 3.3 | Analyses of selection and inbreeding effects for wing size of males and females 
Source d.f. χ

2
 P 

Female wing size    

    Regimen 1 50.58 <0.0001 

    Cross 1 15.06 <0.001 

    Density 1 76.95 <0.0001 

    Regimen x Cross 1 1.73 0.188 

    Regimen x Density 1 2.50 0.113 

    Cross x Density 1 1.20 0.274 

    Regimen x Cross x Density 1 2.29 0.130 

    

Male wing size    

    Regimen 1 77.12 <0.0001 
    Cross 1 7.69 0.006 

    Density 1 61.86 <0.0001 

    Regimen x Cross 1 4.96 0.026 

    Regimen x Density 1 2.88 0.090 

    Cross x Density 1 4.98 0.026 
    Regimen x Cross x Density 1 2.01 0.156 

 

 

 

WING SIZE 

Large-selected and outbred flies had significantly higher viability than small-selected and 

inbred flies, but there was no significant interaction (Chapter 2; Table S2.3). We identified a 

significant effect of male ID on viability for small-selected flies (Table 3.4). There was 

significant female ID-by-male ID interaction for large-selected lines (Table 3.4), apparently 

driven by fixed load in one large-selected line (Figure S3.5). However, this is counter to 

predictions where mutations should accumulate and become fixed in small-selected rather 

than large-selected lines. 
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Table 3.4 | Analysis for fixed load for egg-to-adult viability for success-, failure-, large- and small-

selected populations 

Source d.f. χ
2
 P 

Success-selected    

    Female ID 3 38.33 <0.0001 

    Male ID 3 2.09 0.550 

    Female ID x Male ID 9 13.38 0.150 

    

Failure-selected    

    Female ID 3 6.10 0.107 

    Male ID 3 5.12 0.163 

    Female ID x Male ID 9 11.52 0.242 

    

Large-selected    

    Female ID 2 12.37 0.002 

    Male ID 2 17.07 <0.001 

    Female ID x Male ID 4 15.75 0.003 

    

Small-selected    

    Female ID 3 1.79 0.617 

    Male ID 3 8.58 0.035 

    Female ID x Male ID 9 10.70 0.300 

 

 

 

A comparison of linear models and the ratio test 

The comparison for the resampling and linear models is shown in Figure 3.2. Both methods 

improved as ΔB and ΔM increased. While this is intuitive for ΔB, it is less intuitive for ΔM. 

It is important to remember that as ΔM becomes more extreme, so BS must decrease 

proportionally to ensure that ΔB/ΔM remains at one or three. If the slope remained parallel as 

ΔM became more extreme, then ΔB/ΔM would become smaller. Hence, the effect size of the 

interaction increases as ΔM increases (the slope of the selected population becomes steeper; 

Figure 3.1), reducing the overlap between BC and BS, and increasing the power of both 

approaches. The resampling approach is conservative when ΔM = 1, but is otherwise 

comparable with, or better than, the linear models.  
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Figure 3.2 | Comparison of resampling (black) and linear models (grey) for identifying 

significant Kelly ratios or interaction terms when the response to selection (ΔM) varies from one 

to four standard deviations. The figures show the relationship between the number of samples (e.g. 

number of families in dioecious species) and power when (left) ΔB/ΔM = 1 and (right) ΔB/ΔM = 3. In 

both plots, the shallowest line is when ΔM = 1 and the steepest when ΔM = 4. 

 

 

3.5 Discussion 

Artificial selection followed by inbreeding can reveal the relative contributions of rare, 

partially recessive alleles and intermediate-frequency alleles to QTV (Kelly, 1999). If 

variation is maintained in mutation-selection balance, then selection should change the 

inbreeding load in selected populations such that ΔB/ΔM > 1 (Kelly, 1999), and the 

interaction between inbreeding and selection regimen will be significant. In contrast, if 

variation is maintained by balancing selection, then selection should have no effect on 

inbreeding load such that ΔB/ΔM ~ 0 (Kelly, 1999), and the interaction between inbreeding 

and selection regimen will not be significant. 

Male mating success 

ΔB/ΔM ratios for mating success suggest that variation is caused by intermediate-frequency 

alleles maintained by balancing selection. In support of this, the response to selection was 

relatively symmetrical – responses to selection are expected to be asymmetrical when 

variation is caused by rare, recessive alleles (Frankham, 1990). There was also a significant, 

negative correlation between ΔB and ΔM suggesting that, if anything, increasing 
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attractiveness led to an increase in inbreeding effects, counter to the hypothesis that variation 

is maintained in mutation-selection balance. However, we have previously demonstrated the 

expected regimen-by-cross interaction for viability, where inbreeding depression was 

stronger for failure-selected flies (Chapter 2; Table 2.1). These viability data contrast with the 

mating success results and suggest that rare, recessive alleles contribute significantly to QTV 

in this trait. Therefore, selection on mating success changed the frequency of deleterious, 

recessive alleles that influence viability. Hence, variation in mating success is, to an 

important extent, supplied by deleterious mutations that have pleiotropic effects on viability 

and are in mutation-selection balance. 

Developmental selection might explain the contrast in results to some extent. The 

accumulation of deleterious mutations in failure-selected lines could cause viability selection 

against inbred males with the highest load of mutations. Consequently, these males are not 

exposed to mate choice trials, where they are expected to perform poorly, resulting in an 

overestimate of the line’s mating success and an underestimate of the directional dominance. 

The premise of Kelly’s approach is that, if variation is caused by rare, partially recessive, 

deleterious alleles, then the load of these mutations will accumulate in Down lines. The 

frequency of mutations in any population is a function of their deleterious effects; hence, if 

rare mutations are a candidate for maintaining quantitative genetic variation, their effects in 

the homozygous state seem most likely to be detrimental to viability. Therefore, viability may 

also be a pertinent assay for quantifying the contribution of rare, partially recessive mutations 

to QTV. 

However, this does not explain why there is still substantial directional dominance in 

mating success for success-selected lines. One explanation might be that most of the variation 

in mating success is caused by intermediate-frequency alleles and there is some overlap 

(pleiotropy or linkage) with large-effect recessive mutations that affect viability (Chapter 2). 

Alternatively, mating success might be represented by very many loci such that variation is 

not easily depleted, while viability is represented by a few, larger-effect mutations. Indeed, 

some models of sexual selection even predict increased directional dominance with 

increasing trait value as condition-dependent traits recruit new loci (Rowe and Houle, 1996, 

Wilkinson and Taper, 1999). Our evidence for strong directional dominance for mating 

success, and a negative correlation between ΔB and ΔM, aligns with this idea. The 

symmetrical response to selection remains the final concern. Perhaps the control lines 
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decayed across the 17 generations of artificial selection (since sexual selection in these 

populations was relaxed), making the response appear symmetrical when it was not. We 

know that success-selected lines purged their load of recessive mutations that affect viability, 

suggesting that looking at the symmetry of response to selection is not always revealing when 

the response appears symmetrical. Asymmetrical responses to selection may be revealing, but 

symmetrical responses should be interpreted with caution. Together, our results provide 

useful insight into some of the alleles responsible for variation in male mating success and 

suggest that the correlated responses in traits that capture more fully the action of rare, 

deleterious, recessive alleles may be valuable adjuncts in these types of experiments. 

Wing size 

We found no evidence that ΔB/ΔM ratios for male or female size were significantly greater 

than zero, and our experiment-wide ratios were significantly less than one, suggesting that 

intermediate-frequency alleles are largely responsible for variation in body size. Selection 

pressures acting on body size are varied. For example, large flies have higher male mating 

success (e.g. Partridge and Farquhar, 1983, Partridge et al., 1987b) and fecundity (e.g. 

Robertson, 1957), while small flies have faster development times, particularly with larval 

crowding (Santos et al., 1994), and females remated to small males enjoy fertility benefits 

and avoid sexually conflictual fitness costs (Pitnick, 1991, Pitnick and García–González, 

2002). Moreover, seasonal and clinal (altitudinal and latitudinal) variation is likely to 

maintain balanced polymorphisms in natural populations through time and space (Gockel et 

al., 2002, Kennington et al., 2006, Weeks et al., 2002). It is, therefore, unsurprising that 

balancing selection emerges as the candidate for the maintenance of genetic variation in this 

trait. 

Small-selected flies were less viable than large-selected flies. One possible explanation 

for this is that females from small-selected lines lay smaller eggs. Small eggs have previously 

been shown to be less viable (Azevedo et al., 1997). While the accumulation of mutations 

could have caused a reduction in viability of small flies, both selection regimens still suffer 

inbreeding depression for viability and there was no significant regimen-by-cross interaction 

(Chapter 2; Table S2.3), suggesting that mutational load in viability has not been changed. 

Developmental selection against small flies (but not specifically small, inbred flies) may lead 

to inflated ΔB/ΔM ratios caused by underestimating ΔM through the under representation of 

small adult flies in the measured population. Interestingly, we identified some fixed load in 
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one large-selected line (likely caused by genetic drift), which, if anything, may cause an 

overestimation of the ΔB/ΔM ratios if there is less inbreeding depression than expected due 

to some mutations being fixed. While this result does not change the interpretation here, it 

does demonstrate the potential importance of quantifying fixed load for these experiments. 

A comparison of linear models and the ratio test 

In our simulations, the ‘population’ means were manipulated such that the overall ΔB/ΔM 

ratio was one or three. We simply aimed to identify which approach was more powerful at 

detecting ratios that were significantly greater than one (we use two-sided significance tests, 

but there may be a case here for one-sided) across a range of sample sizes and identify how 

many samples would be required to do so. Our results (Figure 3.1) clearly indicate that 

resampling for Kelly’s ratio test is equivalent to, or even better than, linear models. 

Resampling ratios also has the advantages of actually testing the ratio of ΔB to ΔM, rather 

than simply the interaction – although the ratio of effect sizes for the interaction to the 

regimen effect from the linear model is equivalent (Figure S3.4). Furthermore, the condition 

that ΔB/ΔM < 1 can be tested in the same way, which is not possible when using linear 

models. However, our experiment-wide G/LMMs have the advantage of being able to 

incorporate, for example, density into the models. Our results show that large sample sizes 

are required to generate robust results, particularly if the ratio is around one.  

Conclusions 

Our data increase the number of traits to which Kelly’s (1999) ΔB/ΔM ratio test has been 

applied and, more importantly, provide some guidance about the selection and inbreeding 

effects, and sample sizes required to make the Kelly method viable in dioecious systems. One 

of the major problems with the three traits measured for Drosophila is that the responses to 

selection and inbreeding effects have been inconsistent. Selection on flower size in M. 

guttatus generated a significant response in only four generations, and the response to 

selection and inbreeding effects were relatively consistent across selection lines (Kelly and 

Willis, 2001). Consequently, the ratios across lines were consistent, allowing a robust 

conclusion to be drawn. In contrast, line means for fecundity in Drosophila varied across 

generations (Charlesworth et al., 2007) and, in this study, line means for Drosophila mating 

success and body size were highly variable across lines at the end of selection. Moreover, 

inbreeding effects were not consistent across lines (or even for different generations for the 
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same lines for Charlesworth et al. (2007)) for any of the three traits, making ratios highly 

variable across lines. Perhaps one explanation is that selection responses were recorded after 

20, 14 and 11 generations of selection (for fecundity, mating success and body size, 

respectively) and this allowed for substantial drift among populations (N = 50 in our 

experiments), making results more variable. It is unclear whether or not we are testing the 

alleles responsible for variation in the base population, as this should be tested from a short 

selection experiment with a 1-3 standard deviation response (Kelly, 1999). Strong selection 

for just a few generations may, therefore, yield the most reliable results. However, this would 

require very large populations and may be prohibitive for many species. 

The second major problem for animal studies like ours is the number of independent 

samples (families) that can be used. Here, traits were quantified from only five or 10 families 

for wing size and mating success, respectively. This limits statistical power, making line-by-

line conclusions restrictive and this is clearly depicted in Figure 3.2, where we have almost 

no power to detect significant ratios even when they are present. In contrast, Kelly and Willis 

(2001) mostly sampled >100 independent plants from each cross/line. Provided there is a 

large enough response to selection, having such a large sample size will generate very robust 

results, as can be seen in Figure 3.2. Moreover, self-fertilisation (F = 0.5) provides even more 

power to their study over animal (or dieocious plant) systems where inbreeding effects are 

halved (F = 0.25), potentially adding more noise to the data as we extrapolate to F = 1.  

Despite these limitations, we found consistent negative ratios across most of our lines for 

both traits. We should, therefore, conclude that intermediate-frequency alleles cause 

variation. However, viability data for mating success clearly identified a significant regimen-

by-cross interaction (Chapter 2), suggesting that there is an important contribution of 

deleterious, recessive alleles to variation in male mating success. Given that this approach 

tests for the accumulation of deleterious mutations in some populations, estimates of viability 

and fixed load are necessary adjuncts to these experiments. 

We remain encouraged by the promise of Kelly’s approach. There are very few empirical 

tests for quantifying the relative contribution of rare, partially recessive alleles and 

intermediate-frequency alleles to QTV. Rare, partially recessive alleles are, almost by 

definition, going to be difficult to detect, even with the expansion of genomics. Yet their 

contribution to QTV has important implications to a swathe of fields such as evolutionary 

genetics, sexual selection, and conservation. Selection experiments are common and applying 
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Kelly’s approach in some systems may require relatively little effort at the end of selection. If 

more studies applied the approach (with a few additions as suggested here), a large body of 

empirical data on the contribution of rare, partially recessive alleles and intermediate-

frequency alleles to QTV would rapidly accumulate. 
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3.6 Supporting Figures 

 

Figure S3.1 | Relationship between ΔB and ΔM for male mating success. Each point represents a 

selection line. Open circles are failure-selected and closed circles are success-selected. 

 

 

 

 

Figure S3.2 | Relationship between ΔB and ΔM for female wing size. Each dot represents a 

selection line. Open circles are small-selected and closed circles are large-selected. 
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Figure S3.3 | Relationship between ΔB and ΔM for male wing size. Each point represents a 

selection line. Open circles are small-selected and closed circles are large-selected. 

 

 

 

 

Figure S3.4 | Effect of selection regimen (large-selected = closed and small-selected = open) and 

inbreeding on wing size. Points are the means (±SEM) of three (large-selected) and four (small-

selected) populations. 
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Figure S3.5 | Egg-to-adult viability of within- (black) and between-line (grey) crosses. The 

replicate population that all females were derived from are grouped together and the mean (±SEM of 

the five replicate families) viability of their offspring when paired with males from the three or four 

replicate lines are presented sequentially from left to right.   

 

 

Figure S3.6 | Relationship between Kelly’s ΔB/ΔM ratio and the ratio of effect sizes for the 

interaction and regimen terms of LMMs for each of the 1,000 bootstrapped replicates for wing 

size. There is a clear relationship between Kelly’s ratio and the ratio of effect sizes. 
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Chapter 4 

Selection for losers evolves ‘condition independence’ of sex comb 

size 
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4.1 Abstract 

Indicator models of sexual selection, coupled with the developmental instability-sexual 

selection hypothesis, posit that the size and symmetry of sexually selected ornaments and 

weapons should reflect the genetic quality of the bearer. Hence, good genes are manifest in 

large, condition-dependent ornaments that are the targets of female mate choice and these 

traits should be sensitive to genetic and environmental stress. The Drosophila melanogaster 

sex comb is an exaggerated sexually dimorphic trait that may act as an indicator of genetic 

quality. Here, we quantify the size and symmetry of sex combs in males from populations 

that have diverged, through artificial selection, in their male mating success and their load of 

deleterious recessive mutations. We also quantify wing area as a measure of body size. Sex 

comb size demonstrates greater divergence between selection regimens than wing size. This 

is driven by the evolution of ‘condition independence’ of sex combs in failure-selected 

populations compared to the condition dependence in success-selected populations. We find 

that success-selected males under benign conditions express their traits in a pattern similar to 

males under extreme environmental stress. Contrary to expectation, environmental stress did 

not enhance this genotypic divergence. Fluctuating asymmetry did not vary between selection 

regimens, nor did environmental stress affect sex comb symmetry. We provide empirical 

evidence that sexual selection generates the condition-dependent expression of sexually 

selected traits. 
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4.2 Introduction 

Sexual selection generates sexual dimorphism and has led to the evolution of extravagant 

armaments and ornaments in (typically) males (Andersson, 1994, Darwin, 1871). Explaining 

the evolution of exaggerated ornaments in particular has presented a challenge because 

ornamental traits are often costly to the bearer (Andersson, 1994). A long-standing 

explanation is that costly ornaments signal the genetic quality of the male since only the best 

males can express the costly trait and still survive (Handicap Principle; Zahavi, 1975). Hence, 

male secondary sexual traits evolve to be exaggerated to honestly signal the male’s genetic 

quality, and females choosing the most extravagant male should secure good genes for their 

offspring. 

Genic capture good genes models suggest that the genetic quality of an individual is his 

genome-wide mutational burden (Houle, 1998). Condition itself is dependent on an 

individual’s ability to acquire and utilise resources from its environment (Andersson, 1982, 

Andersson, 1986), which is dependent on traits at very many loci (Houle, 1991, Houle, 1998, 

Rowe and Houle, 1996, Tomkins et al., 2004). Hence, condition depends on the inherent 

‘ability’ of the individual (genetic quality) as well as on the availability of resources. A basic 

assumption, therefore, is that the environmental and genotypic condition should align; poor 

genes or lack of resources should limit the expression of condition-dependent traits in similar 

ways. Consequently, most empirical studies of condition dependence manipulate resource 

availability and, for example, quantify the expression of sexual and non-sexual traits. 

Heightened condition dependence of secondary sexual traits is thus evidence for the genic 

capture process. However, whether or not there is an alignment between environmental and 

genotypic condition dependence has scarcely been tested and recent evidence demonstrates 

that it does not hold for all traits (Bonduriansky et al., 2015). 

For bilateral traits, the genetic quality of an individual might also be signalled by 

developmental instability (DI). Fluctuating asymmetry (FA), small, random deviations from 

perfect symmetry (Ludwig, 1932, Tomkins and Kotiaho, 2001), is a measure of DI that 

generally increases with both environmental or genetic stress (Leary and Allendorf, 1989, 

Parsons, 1990, Beasley et al., 2013). The DI-sexual selection hypothesis proposes that trait 

size and DI should be negatively correlated; larger traits represent good genes and good genes 

should result in less DI and therefore reduced asymmetry (Møller, 1990, Møller, 1992). 
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Hence, females might rely on both size and symmetry of secondary sexual traits as cues for 

good genes (Møller, 1990). Such a negative relationship has been demonstrated on a few 

occasions (e.g. Møller, 1992, Møller and Hoglund, 1991), but not all (e.g. Hunt and 

Simmons, 1998, Tomkins and Simmons, 1995, Tomkins and Simmons, 1998). In contrast, 

sexual selection for arbitrary traits (i.e. those that do not signal condition) should demonstrate 

U-shaped, flat or positive relationships between trait size and asymmetry (see Møller and 

Pomiankowski, 1993). 

The Drosophila sex comb is a sexually dimorphic, toothed, comb-like structure on the 

fore-legs of many species of the Sophophoran subgenus (Kopp and True, 2002). The 

structure and function varies substantially between closely related species, but generally 

arises from modified bristles on the tarsi of males (Kopp and True, 2002). In D. 

melanogaster, the sex comb is a simple, linear structure and is used by males to grasp the 

female genitalia and/or abdomen prior to and during copulation (Cook, 1977, Hurtado‐

Gonzales et al., 2015). Physical (Cook, 1977, Hurtado‐Gonzales et al., 2015) or genetic (Ng 

and Kopp, 2008) ablation of the sex comb results in males largely incapable of copulating. 

However, physical removal of some of the sex comb teeth (i.e. reducing the size of the comb) 

has little impact on a male’s ability to copulate (Hurtado‐Gonzales et al., 2015), revealing 

some functional redundancy and aligning the sex comb with exaggerated ornaments in other 

species (e.g. the peacock’s train). Moreover, sex comb tooth number shows heighted 

condition dependence compared to sternopleural bristles (Ahuja et al., 2011). Elsewhere 

among the Drosophilids, there is clear directional selection for larger (D. bipectinata; Polak 

et al., 2004) or smaller (D. simulans; Markow et al., 1996) sex combs, and, in D. bipectinata, 

trait size has been positively linked to both viability benefits (Polak et al., 2015) and 

fertilisation success (Polak and Simmons, 2009). However, the relationship between size and 

mating success is not yet clear in D. melanogaster. Experimental evolution with male- and 

female-biased sex ratios suggested that there was no directional selection on comb size 

(Snook et al., 2013), and artificial selection on tooth number suggested that comb size may be 

under stabilising selection (Ahuja and Singh, 2008), although larger and smaller combs may 

be associated with higher productivity (Robinson et al., 2012) indicating a role for disruptive 

selection. 

In this study, we use populations of flies that have diverged for their male mating success 

and their load of mutations (Chapter 2) to test the relative effect of genotype (success-
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selected versus failure-selected) and environment (standard diet versus salt enriched diet; salt 

represents an environmental stress) on sex comb size and symmetry as well as wing size. 

Unlike sex comb size, the relationship between wing size and male mating success is clear – 

larger males acquire more mates under both field (e.g. Partridge et al., 1987b) and laboratory 

conditions (e.g. Partridge et al., 1987a, Partridge and Farquhar, 1983). By contrasting the 

effects of genotype and environment on both traits, we are able to identify which is more 

important to male mating success, and which is more condition-dependent. 

 

4.3 Methods 

Overview 

The stock population and selection protocol has been described previously (Chapter 2). 

Briefly, we artificially selected on male mating success by placing two males and a female in 

a vial and allowing the female to copulate with one male. Males successful in mate 

acquisition were allocated to one of four success-selected lines (N = 25 males and 25 

females) and males that failed in mate acquisition were allocated to one of four failure-

selected lines (N = 25 males and 25 females). Selection continued in this way for 14 

generations (17 generations in total), producing lines derived from males that only ever won 

in mate choice trials and lines derived from males that only ever lost (four control 

populations were maintained with random males not exposed to mate choice trials). We then 

reared flies from each of these lines at standard density (50 larvae per vial; five vials per 

stress/line) on standard food media or food with 5% (of the dry food weight) salt. Flies were 

collected 14 and 25 days later (for standard and added salt food media, respectively) and 

stored in ethanol prior to morphological analysis. 

Morphological traits 

We quantified the sex comb size and wing size of four or five males from each of five vials 

per stress/line. To measure the wing size, we removed the right wing with forceps and 

mounted them on glass slides with Histoclear (National Diagnostics, Inc) and Aquamount 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc). Black and White Tiff images were captured with a Zeiss 

AxioCam MRc5 mounted on a Zeiss AX10 and the wing area was computed using landmark 
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analysis (Gilchrist and Partridge, 1999) in Object-Image (Vischer et al., 1994). We removed 

both front legs of each male, mounted them on double-sided tape on glass slides and counted 

the number of teeth in each comb. Counts were performed by two observers (RD and AH), 

with 100% repeatability from 20 males (40 sex comb observations), demonstrating no 

difference between observers and that measurement error is negligible at worst. This is an 

important step for studies of asymmetry because measurement error directly confounds FA 

(Palmer, 1994, Palmer and Strobeck, 2003, Tomkins and Kotiaho, 2001). 

Statistical analyses 

Statistical analyses were performed using R (http://cran.r-project.org/). Generalised/linear 

mixed models (G/LMMs) were performed using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2014). 

We were interested in identifying the relative effect of genotype (success-selected versus 

failure-selected) and the environment (standard food versus salt stress) on each trait and thus 

required information about trait-by-environment and trait-by-regimen interactions. Therefore, 

we standardised sex comb size and wing size to have a mean of zero and standard deviation 

of one, making the two traits directly comparable. We then analysed the effects of selection 

regimen, stress, trait (the main effect of trait was excluded since both traits were 

standardised) and all interactions on standardised trait size using a linear mixed model with a 

repeated measures design (the ‘repeated’ measures being the sex comb and the wing length of 

an individual, not multiple measures of each trait). We included line (nested within regimen 

with a random slope for trait and stress) and individual (nested within line) as random effects. 

We then analysed each trait independently (trait and individual were removed from the 

previous model) because we identified significant trait-by-environment and trait-by-regimen 

interactions. 

Additionally, to compare the relative sex comb sizes of success- and failure-selected 

males (i.e. wing size-corrected sex comb size; ANCOVA), we analysed the fixed effects of 

wing size (covariate), selection regimen, stress, and all interactions on sex comb size (R+L) 

using a linear mixed effect model with line (nested within regimen; random slopes with wing 

size) included as a random effect. Since there was a significant three way interaction (see 

Table S2), we then analysed these effects under standard and stressed conditions 

independently. 
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Sex comb asymmetry was scored as the number of teeth on the right comb minus the 

number of teeth on the left comb (R-L). We tested the conditions of FA (normally distributed 

around a mean of zero) for each population under each stress by testing the mean R-L against 

zero (one sample t-test) as well as quantifying skewness (D’Agostino test for significant 

skew) and kurtosis (Palmer, 1994, Palmer and Strobeck, 2003). We found no evidence for 

directional asymmetry or anti-symmetry, suggesting that the asymmetry of comb size is 

fluctuating (Table S4.1). We tested for size-dependence of FA using a Spearman correlation 

on |R-L| and R+L in each environment. There was no size-dependence of FA under standard 

(Rho = -0.06; P = 0.409) or stressed (Rho = 0.04; P = 0.575) conditions. Therefore, we 

analysed the effects of regimen, stress and their interaction on |R-L| using a negative binomial 

generalised linear mixed effect model with line (nested within regimen) included as random 

effect. 

 

4.4 Results 

We identified significant regimen-by-trait and stress-by trait interactions (Table 4.1). The 

former indicates that the sexual selection regimen has a stronger effect on sex comb size than 

wing size, while the latter shows that stress has a stronger effect on wing size than sex comb 

size (Figure 4.1; see also Table S4.2). Hence, sex combs are more strongly affected by sexual 

selection history, while wings show a pattern of heighted environmental condition 

dependence. We identified no interaction between regimen and stress that would indicate that 

failure-selected populations were more adversely affected by salt stress (Figure 4.1; Table 

4.1). 

For the ANCOVA (see Table S4.3 for the full model with the three-way interaction) 

under standard conditions, we identified a significant wing size-by-regimen interaction 

(Table 4.2), where the relationship between wing size and sex comb size was significantly 

steeper for success-selected populations compared to failure-selected populations (Figure 

4.2). To confirm the direction of the response, we compared each regimen to two control 

populations maintained without selection (see Chapter 2 for full details; data were only 

collected from two of four control populations) using the equivalent analyses (linear mixed 

effect model). We identified a significant wing size-by-regimen interaction between failure-

selected and control lines, but no significant interaction between success-selected and control 
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lines (Table S4.4), demonstrating that failure-selected lines evolved to have a different 

relationship between sex comb size and wing size. Under salt stress, the relationship between 

wing size and sex comb size became highly significant; however, we identified no significant 

regimen or wing size-by-regimen effects (Table 4.2; Figure 4.2). 

We identified no significant regimen, stress or interaction effects on FA (Table 4.3). In 

agreement with this, a Levene’s test comparing the variances between success- and failure-

selected regimens (i.e. pooling populations within a regimen) yielded non-significant results 

under standard (F(1, 172) = 1.29; P = 0.258) and stressed (F(1, 194) = 0.07; P = 0.788) conditions. 

 

  
Figure 4.1 | Mean (±se) standardised sex comb size (squares; solid lines) and wing size (circles; 

dashed line) of success-selected (solid symbols; black lines) and failure-selected (open symbols; 

grey lines) populations reared in standard food media or food media with 5% salt (stress). 
Means (±SEM) are of the four replicate lines per stress/regimen. Lines are for illustrative purposes 

only. 

 

 

 

Table 4.1 | Effect of selection regimen, stress, trait and all interactions on trait size as determined by a 

linear mixed model. Traits (sex comb size and wing size) were both standardised prior to analysis for 

direct comparison so the main effect of trait was omitted from the analysis 
Source χ

2
 d.f. P 

Regimen 13.32 1 <0.001 

Stress 269.02 1 <0.0001 

Regimen x Stress 0.68 1 0.410 

Regimen x Trait 6.19 1 0.045 

Stress x Trait 44.32 1 <0.0001 

Regimen x Stress x Trait 0.01 1 0.910 
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Figure 4.2 | Relationship between wing size and sex comb size for success- (solid circles; blue 

lines) and failure-selected (open circles; red lines) populations under standard (black circles; 

solid lines) and stressed (grey circles; dashed lines) conditions. Equations for the lines were 

calculated using the coefficients from the best fitting linear models. 

 
 

 

 

 

Table 4.2 | Effect of wing size, selection regimen, and their interaction on sex comb size under 

standard and stressed conditions 

Source χ
2
 d.f. P 

Standard       

    Wing size 4.90 1 0.027 

    Regimen 1.40 1 0.237 

    Wing size x Regimen 5.12 1 0.024 

    

Salt stress    

    Wing size 16.96 1 <0.0001 

    Regimen 3.57 1 0.059 

    Wing size x Regimen 2.20 1 0.138 

 

 

 

 
Table 4.3 | Effect of selection regimen, stress and their interaction on sex comb symmetry 
Source χ

2
 d.f. P 

Regimen 0.30 1 0.583 

Stress 0.47 1 0.495 

Regimen x Stress 0.76 1 0.383 
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4.5 Discussion 

Sex comb size 

To date, most investigations on D. melanogaster suggest that sex comb size is not under 

strong directional sexual selection. The relationship between comb size and mating success 

has been investigated using a number of approaches, including: an isofemale line approach 

where comb size and mating success were correlated across 40 lines (Travers et al., 2016a), 

experimental evolution with varied sex ratios (Snook et al., 2013), and collecting mating and 

nonmating males in nature (Pavković-Lučić and Kekić, 2011, Robinson et al., 2012). On each 

occasion, comb size has not been linked to variation in mating success. In contrast, we show 

that sexual the selection regimen has a stronger effect on sex comb size than wing size. 

Additionally, when analysed independently, regimen had a significant effect on sex comb 

size but not wing size, supporting the previous analysis and clearly demonstrating that sex 

comb size is under directional sexual selection. 

Wing size is tightly correlated with body size in Drosophila (Reeve and Robertson, 1953) 

and body size is tightly correlated with components of fitness in both sexes (e.g. Reeve et al., 

2000, Partridge and Farquhar, 1983, Partridge et al., 1986), suggesting that it is a good 

measure of condition. Our ANCOVA identified a significant regimen-by-wing size 

interaction under standard conditions, where the relationship between wing size and sex 

comb size was steeper for success-selected populations than failure-selected populations.  

This interaction therefore demonstrates that males in success-selected populations (and 

control populations) have the condition-dependent investment in sex combs expected from 

sexual selection theory. In contrast, males from failure-selected populations have evolved 

‘condition-independent’ investment in sex combs, where larger males fail to invest their 

excess condition into the production of larger combs. Our failure selection protocol directly 

selected out males that won in mate choice trials. Evidently, only males that won in mate 

choice trials had condition-dependent investment in sex combs and, consequently, sex combs 

in failure-selected populations evolved to be ‘condition-independent’. The evolutionary 

degeneration of condition-dependent ornament expression into condition independence 

through loser selection empirically reveals how condition dependence is maintained in 

populations through strong directional selection.  
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Why the contrast to previous analyses of the D. melanogaster sex comb? Here, we have 

utilised a powerful approach of accumulating losers over 14 generations of selection. Ahuja 

and Singh (2008) demonstrated that sex comb size was under directional sexual selection (for 

larger combs) in artificial selection lines selected for small sex combs. Moreover, they 

showed that there was more additive genetic variation in this direction of selection (Ahuja 

and Singh, 2008). If sexual selection acts to remove the smaller combs, then the accumulation 

of these genes in failure-selected populations over numerous generations may be the most 

powerful approach for testing this effect. Additionally, our study differs from the other 

mutigenerational experimental evolution study. Where Snook et al. (2013) altered the 

strength of sexual selection by varying sex ratios, we directly selected against males with 

condition-dependent investment into their sex combs, highlighting the power of our 

approach. 

Finally, body size is well known to influence male mating success in D. melanogaster 

(e.g. Partridge et al., 1987a, Partridge and Farquhar, 1983, Partridge et al., 1987b) and, in 

support of this, we found a highly significant main effect of regimen on trait size when the 

two traits were analysed together (i.e. bigger is better). Our results refine this understanding 

of the sexually selected advantage of large male D. melanogaster; attractive males are not 

just larger, but invest relatively more into their sex combs than unattractive males. 

Salt stress 

Salt, an environmental stress, had a negative effect on the size of both wings and sex combs. 

This effect was greater for wing size, which is consistent with previous findings 

(Bonduriansky et al., 2015) and perhaps not surprising since measures of size are often used 

as measures of condition. The effect of salt stress was consistent across selection regimens, 

demonstrating that males from success-selected populations were not relatively buffered 

against the effects of stress as might be predicted by good genes models. Nevertheless, when 

reared under the same environmental conditions, success-selected males maintained larger 

wings and sex combs, demonstrating that the genotypic effects persisted. 

For our ANCOVA, the relationship between wing size and sex comb size was the same 

between selection regimens. Indeed, salt stress re-established the condition-dependent 

expression of sex combs in failure-selected populations. This finding demonstrates that 

environmental stress can enhance the condition dependence of trait expression. This pattern 
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contrasts with the relationship between sex comb size and wing size in success-selected 

populations that was remarkably similar under both standard conditions and salt stress. We 

interpret this to show that the history of intense sexual selection on males, even under benign 

environmental conditions, produced a condition-dependent relationship equivalent to that 

expressed by males when they were ravaged (indicated by the decline in size) by the novel 

environmental stress of salt.  

Fluctuating asymmetry 

We found no evidence that selection regimen influenced FA, contrasting with a previous field 

study on D. melanogaster that showed that mating males had more symmetrical combs than 

single males (Pavković-Lučić and Kekić, 2011). Interestingly, Polak et al. (2004) found that 

successful male D. bipectinata had larger (than single males) and more symmetrical sex 

combs in the field, yet the genetic correlation between trait size and symmetry was positive, 

challenging the DI-sexual selection hypothesis. These results suggest that environmental 

variation is an important source of phenotypic variation in FA with regards to sexual 

selection in the wild. In contrast, we found that salt stress did not increase FA under 

laboratory conditions in our populations. 

Conclusion 

We provide direct evidence that sexual selection acts on the size of sex combs, where sex 

comb size was found to be more genotypically condition-dependent than wing size. Large, 

success-selected males invest relatively more into their sex combs than large failure-selected 

males, demonstrating that sexual selection favours the condition-dependent expression of sex 

combs. Our results contrast with similar studies, potentially because we utilised the powerful 

technique of directly selecting the winners and the losers for numerous generations. Given 

our previous findings of purged mutations in success-selected lines (Chapter 2), our results 

demonstrate that comb size could signal genetic quality. However, to what extent this genetic 

quality reflects genome-wide mutational load is not clear given that mutation accumulation 

has no net effect comb size in other studies (Bonduriansky et al., 2015). We found no 

evidence to suggest that sex comb symmetry is important for sexual selection in this system 

under laboratory conditions. Finally, we provide empirical evidence that sexual selection 

generates the condition-dependent expression of sexually selected traits. 
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4.6 Supporting Tables 

Table S4.1 | Fluctuating asymmetry statistics for all selection lines 
Stress/ 

Population 
N 

Mean 

left 

SD 

left 

Mean 

right 

SD 

right 

Mean 

(R-L) 

P  

(mean) 
Kurtosis Skew 

P 

(skew) 

Standard                     

   Failure 1 22 11.09 0.97 10.50 0.86 0.59 0.029 2.27 -0.40 0.361 

   Failure 2 22 10.59 1.01 10.68 0.72 -0.09 0.740 2.79 0.32 0.467 

   Failure 3 22 11.09 0.87 11.18 1.10 -0.09 0.732 3.01 0.02 0.966 

   Failure 4 21 9.86 0.91 10.00 1.00 -0.14 0.526 2.61 0.88 0.061 

Total 87 10.67 1.05 10.60 1.01 0.07 0.590 2.50 0.15 0.536 

   Success 1 22 11.27 0.88 11.41 1.05 -0.14 0.602 2.67 0.10 0.818 

   Success 2 22 11.82 1.01 11.77 0.92 0.05 0.867 3.06 0.21 0.625 

   Success 3 21 11.00 0.77 10.86 0.85 0.14 0.590 3.31 0.26 0.553 

   Success 4 22 11.41 1.01 11.45 0.96 -0.05 0.853 2.61 -0.11 0.796 

Total 87 11.38 0.96 11.38 0.99 0.00 1.000 2.97 0.13 0.603 

           

Stress           

   Failure 1 24 8.83 1.31 9.08 1.21 -0.25 0.185 2.32 -0.23 0.581 

   Failure 2 25 9.28 0.89 9.48 0.59 -0.20 0.327 2.10 -0.36 0.390 

   Failure 3 25 10.04 1.24 9.92 0.91 0.12 0.588 3.59 0.54 0.199 

   Failure 4 25 8.48 1 8.44 1.39 0.04 0.870 1.93 0.07 0.869 

Total 99 9.16 1.25 9.23 1.19 -0.07 0.505 2.74 0.14 0.543 

   Success 1 24 10.50 1.18 10.13 1.03 0.38 0.083 2.92 -0.04 0.931 

   Success 2 25 10.16 1.28 10.00 1.12 0.16 0.461 2.32 -0.53 0.208 

   Success 3 25 9.12 1.05 9.36 1.15 0.24 0.298 3.42 -0.05 0.905 

   Success 4 23 9.39 1.16 9.78 1.08 0.39 0.083 2.62 0.59 0.180 

Total 97 9.79 1.28 9.81 1.12 -0.02 0.853 2.64 -0.06 0.810 

 

 

 

 
Table S4.2 | Mixed model effects of regimen, stress and their interaction on wing size and sex comb 

size 
Source χ

2
 d.f. P 

Wing size    

    Regimen 2.68 1 0.102 

    Stress 585.20 1 <0.0001 

    Regimen x Stress 0.96 1 0.328 

    

 Sex comb size    

    Regimen 4.26 1 0.039 

    Stress 190.78 1 <0.0001 

    Regimen x Stress 0.88 1 0.347 
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Table S4.3 | Effects of wing size, selection regimen, stress, and all interactions on sex comb size. 

Source χ
2
 d.f. P 

Wing size 65.18 1 <0.0001 

Regimen 4.55 1 0.032 

Stress 8.60 1 0.003 

Wing size x Regimen 2.81 1 0.094 

Wing size x Stress 1.30 1 0.255 

Regimen x Stress 3.53 1 0.06 

Wing size x Regimen x Stress 14.10 1 <0.001 

 
 
 
 
 
Table S4.4 | Effect of wing size, selection regimen, and their interaction on sex comb size under 

standard conditions. Estimates are all in relation to the control populations. F represents the estimate 

for the failure-selected regimen, while S represents the estimate for the success-selected regimen. 

Source Estimate SEM χ
2
 d.f. P 

All data      

    Intercept 6.51 4.64    

    Wing size 17.00 5.39 11.88 1 <0.001 

    Regimen 
F; 14.57 

S; 5.09 

5.57 

5.71 
2.42 2 0.299 

    Wing size x Regimen 
F; -16.83 

S; -4.68 

6.53 

6.59 
8.60 2 0.014 

      

Success-selected v Control      

    Intercept 6.76 5.38    

    Wing size 16.74 6.42 14.29 1 <0.001 

    Regimen 4.56 6.63 3.40 1 0.065 

    Wing size x Regimen -4.02 7.89 0.26 1 0.610 

      

Failure-selected v Control      

    Intercept 6.46 4.92    

    Wing size 17.06 5.46 3.11 1 0.077 

    Regimen 14.72 5.90 0.21 1 0.643 

    Wing size x Regimen -16.97 6.58 6.65 1 0.010 
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Chapter 5 

Molecular evidence for Fisher’s Fundamental Theorem and the 

lek paradox 
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5.1 Abstract 

The maintenance of persistent female preferences for the ornaments of males is a 

longstanding evolutionary puzzle; why are females persistently choosy when their choice 

should erode genetic variation among males and preclude any benefits of choice (the lek 

paradox; Borgia, 1979). Genic capture models suggest that the production and maintenance 

of costly secondary sexual traits and displays is defined by an individual’s inherent quality 

(condition), which itself depends on traits influenced by very many loci scattered throughout 

the genome, all of which are subject to mutation (Andersson, 1986, Houle, 1991, Rowe and 

Houle, 1996, Houle, 1998). This genic capture process (Rowe and Houle, 1996) provides an 

attractive resolution to the lek paradox (Borgia, 1979) by explaining both the benefits of 

female mate choice (good genes; Andersson, 1994, Hamilton and Zuk, 1982) and the 

maintenance of genetic variation (mutation-selection balance; see Radwan, 2008). Here, we 

sequenced the genomes of Drosophila melanogaster populations that have diverged for their 

male mating success and their load of recessive mutations that affect egg-to-adult viability. 

We show that, in areas of the genome associated with the response to selection, success-

selected populations consistently showed reduced gene diversity compared to failure-selected 

and control populations, but this pattern was not observed genome-wide. Our results are 

consistent with the hypothesis that sexual selection on males purged deleterious mutations 

and eroded genetic variation in success-selected lines. Therefore, we provide novel genomic 

evidence for the lek paradox, while also suggesting that genetic variation in mating success is 

supplied by mutations throughout the genome, in line with genic capture theory. 
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5.2 Introduction 

Fisher (1930) proposed that traits linked to fitness should have limited genetic variation since 

they should be under strong directional selection. The lek paradox (Borgia, 1979) – persistent 

female choice for genetic benefits should preclude choice from providing genetic benefits – is 

a prominent and well-studied example of this problem. Yet, substantial additive genetic 

variation remains in life-history and sexually selected traits (Pomiankowski and Møller, 

1995). Therefore, a long-standing interest of evolutionary biologists is to understand the 

nature of genetic variation that underlies quantitative traits as well as the evolutionary forces 

that shape quantitative genetic variation (Mitchell-Olds et al., 2007). There are two broad 

hypotheses. First, variation is maintained by balancing selection (e.g. overdominance; 

Johnston et al., 2013) and is represented by intermediate-frequency alleles. Second, variation 

is maintained by a balance between the influx of new, deleterious mutations and selection 

against those mutations (mutation-selection balance; Haldane, 1937). The most attractive 

resolution to the lek paradox, genic capture (Rowe and Houle, 1996), is an extension of the 

latter. The expansion of genomics provides a new opportunity to tackle this long-standing 

evolutionary conundrum. 

Here, we use a well-studied and powerful genomic approach of resequencing 

experimentally evolved populations (Schlötterer et al., 2014, Turner et al., 2011) to ask 

whether or not we can identify a molecular signature for balancing selection or mutation-

selection balance. We sequence the genomes of fly populations that have diverged for their 

male mating success through artificial selection (Chapter 2). If variation is maintained by 

intermediate-frequency alleles (i.e. in balancing selection), then the molecular signature of 

artificial selection should be large changes in allele frequencies between populations with 

different selection histories, variants should start at intermediate frequencies in the starting 

population, and there should be a decrease in gene diversity in both directions of selection as 

the alternative alleles move to high frequency. In contrast, if variation is maintained in 

mutation-selection balance, then we should see more subtle differences in allele frequencies 

since selection on rare alleles should act more slowly, variants should start at low frequency 

in the starting population in line with the deleterious mutation model, and there should be a 

decrease in gene diversity in one direction of selection and an increase in the other. This 

pattern will be wide-spread and complex under the genic capture hypothesis. Interestingly, 

genomic evidence has revealed that traits (body size and courtship song) important to male 
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mating success in D. melanogaster are highly polygenic (Turner and Miller, 2012, Turner et 

al., 2011, Turner et al., 2013), suggesting the potential for genic capture. Here, we aim to 

directly test this hypothesis. To date, genomic evidence pertaining to the lek paradox is scant, 

although not absent. For example, molecular evidence from Soay sheep shows that variation 

in sexually selected horn size is maintained by a single balanced polymorphism (Johnston et 

al., 2013). 

 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

To assess the molecular signature of sexual selection in our system, we sequenced the 

genomes of 70 pooled flies from populations that have diverged evolutionarily for male 

mating success (SM5.1; for full details of the selection protocol, see Chapter 2 of this thesis). 

We identified 55,567 polymorphisms represented in all 11 populations (four success-selected, 

four failure-selected, three control) where the common allele had a global frequency of <0.95 

(SM5.2). The allele frequency spectra of the selected populations can be seen in Figure 

S5.1A.  We then aimed to identify polymorphisms that were associated with divergence 

(candidate loci) and used these to compare patterns of gene diversity and classify the function 

of genes associated with the divergence (gene ontology). 

We applied two approaches for identifying candidate loci. For our first approach, we 

identified loci where the minimum allele frequency difference between selection lines from 

different regimens (DiffStat; Turner et al., 2011) was greater than the maximum allele 

frequency difference between lines within a regimen (i.e. that caused by drift; SM5.3). For 

our second approach, we analysed the effect of sexual selection regimen (success versus fail) 

on allele frequencies at each locus using quasibinomial generalised linear models (GLMs), 

adjusting for multiple testing using q values with a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.05 (Storey 

and Tibshirani, 2003; SM5.3). GLMs were repeated for each regimen against the controls. 

We identified a total of 103 candidate polymorphisms: 88 from the GLMs (henceforth 

referred to as significantly diverged variants; SDVs) and 57 from our significant DiffStat 

approach (42 were represented in both). We identified 42 SDVs for each selection regimen 

when compared to the controls. The following analyses were performed on all four data sets 

and results across them were consistent (e.g. Figure S5.2). 
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To account for problems with linkage, we performed the following analyses on 50kb 

sliding windows with 10kb step sizes (SM5.4). Our first interest was in identifying sliding 

windows that were enriched for SDVs (potential areas of selection). Enriched windows are 

those with more SDVs than expected by chance (SM5.4). We identified 304 windows 

(12,481 total) with at least one SDV, and 85 of these were significantly enriched. Significant 

windows were under-represented on chromosome 2R, but were otherwise distributed 

randomly across the genome (SM5.5). However, Figure 5.1 shows that there are ‘hot spots’ 

for SDVs on chromosome 2L and 3L (see also Figure S5.3), indicating that, although 

significant windows are well represented across four chromosome arms, they are not 

necessarily dispersed evenly within each chromosome arm. 

We then compared levels of gene diversity between selection regimens both within 

enriched windows and genome-wide (across the five major chromosome arms; SM5.5). The 

mean gene diversity across the genome was not significantly different between the two 

selection regimens based on a simple t-test of the line means (Figure 5.2A; t = 2.26; d.f. = 6; 

P = 0.087). In contrast, the mean gene diversity in enriched windows was significantly lower 

in success-selected populations than failure-selected populations (Figure 5.2B; t = 9.54; 

d.f  = 6; P < 0.001). Further evidence of this pattern emerges from the DiffStat scores. In 

total, we identified 1,366 positive DiffStat scores across the genome. Of these, only 274 had a 

higher gene diversity in the success-selected populations and 1,092 had a higher gene 

diversity in the failure-selected populations (Figure 5.1; Figure S5.1B); both fall outside 99% 

confidence intervals that we would expect to find by chance (742-887; SM5.3). This pattern 

was even stronger for SDVs, with 83 of the 88 variants having higher gene diversity in 

failure-selected populations. Moreover, we found no evidence for very large DiffStat scores 

(all <0.4) that would be expected with divergent selection on intermediate-frequency alleles 

(Figure 5.1). The most likely cause of this result is selection since alternative hypotheses are 

more likely to generate the opposite trend (e.g. less variation in failure-selected populations 

owing to poor males not mating at all, thereby reducing the effective population size). 
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Figure 5.1 | DiffStat by position on each of the five major chromosome arms. Black circles 

indicate when gene diversity of the four success-selected lines was higher than the four failure-

selected lines. Red circles represent the same pattern for SDVs. Open and blue circles are the inverse 

pattern (i.e. for non-significant and significant Diffstat scores when the gene diversity is higher in 

failure-selected populations). Significance was calculated from quasibinomial GLMs. See text for 

calculation of DiffStat. 
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Figure 5.2 | Mean (±SEM) gene diversity, in 50kb sliding windows with 10kb step sizes, across 

the genome (A) and in windows enriched with SDVs (B). Means and SEMs are calculated across 

the replicate populations within a selection regimen.  

 

 

Next, we compared the ‘starting allele frequency’ (the mean of the three controls) of the 

SDVs to non-SDVs by randomly sampling 1,000 sets of 88 variants with replacement (either 

from the genome or from the SDVs) and calculated the mean allele frequency for each 

sample. The mean starting allele frequency for non-SDVs was 12.08% (10.86, 13.50; 84% 

CIs) compared to 8.89% (7.71, 10.11) for the SDVs, suggesting that, if anything, the SDVs 

started as rare variants compared to the genome-wide background. While we must interpret 

this result with caution (since this was not calculated from the actual starting population and 

we expect some sexual selection in the control populations), it is not consistent with 

intermediate-frequency alleles causing variation because control populations should have 

much higher gene diversity in enriched windows. 

Finally, we explored the gene ontology (GO) of the SDVs to identify the function of gene 

sets associated with the divergence (SM5.6). To do so, we used GOWINDA (Kofler and 

Schlötterer, 2012), a program designed for identifying significant GO terms (GO terms that 

are associated with SDVs more often than chance) in genome-wide association studies.  We 

ran the enrichment analyses for all four of our data sets, identifying 907, 788, 1,123, and 444 

GO terms for SDVs, significant DiffStats, all significant variants, and significant variants 

represented in both approaches, respectively. We identified no significant GO terms in any of 

the four sets of variants. It is important to note that, here, all males in all lines must have 

some mating success. In previous studies it is possible to select on, for example, small egg 
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size or small body size and this has generally generated some very large DiffStats (in the 

order of 0.95) and significant GO terms (e.g. Jha et al., 2015, Turner et al., 2011). Here, even 

the males that lose in binomial mate choice trials must eventually win to contribute genes to 

the next generation, thereby limiting our ability to detect genes associated with mating 

success.  

Together, our results appear inconsistent with intermediate-frequency alleles causing 

variation in male mating success. Instead, we show the signal of increased gene diversity 

under failure-selection and decreased gene diversity under success-selection that is expected 

when variation is maintained in mutation-selection balance (Figure 5.2). A mutation-selection 

balance argument aligns with our previous evidence where we showed that success-selected 

populations were purged of viability-affecting mutations, while failure-selected populations 

were not.  

Fisher (1930) hypothesised that genetic variation should be depleted in traits closely 

linked to fitness because these traits should be under intense directional selection. Male 

mating success is critical to male fitness in D. melanogaster, and the gene diversity of flies 

from success-selected populations was lower, supporting Fisher’s fundamental theorem and 

the premise of the lek paradox that female choice erodes genetic variation. We previously 

demonstrated how male mating success, even in these success-selected lines, still carried a 

substantial inbreeding load (see Chapter 2), so the extent to which genetic variation has 

actually been depleted by selection remains unclear – i.e. substantial additive genetic 

variation remains through numerous genes of small effect, in line with the infinitesimal 

model and the genic capture hypothesis (Andersson, 1982, Andersson, 1986, Barton and 

Keightley, 2002, Houle, 1991, Houle, 1998, Rowe and Houle, 1996).  

Our results also have important implications for conservation. Even though our 

populations were relative small with strong sexual selection, we demonstrated that sexual 

selection removed viability-affecting mutations (Chapter 2) without a large genome-wide loss 

of genetic variation. Conservation genetic protocols involve removing sexual selection to 

maximise effective population size and limit the loss of genetic variation. Our results add to a 

growing body of evidence indicating that this practise may be detrimental to population 

fitness (Almbro and Simmons, 2014, Hollis et al., 2009, Jarzebowska and Radwan, 2010, 

Lumley et al., 2015, Radwan, 2004), and should be carefully considered in conservation 

genetics. 
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5.4 Methods 

SM5.1. Experimental flies 

The selection protocol has been described previously (Chapter 2). Briefly, we selected on 

male mating success by exposing males to binomial mate choice trials and selecting either 

males that only ever won in binomial mate acquisition trials (success-selected) or males that 

only ever lost in mate acquisition trials (failure-selected). We had four success-selected 

populations, four failure-selected populations and four control populations not exposed to the 

mate choice trails (only three are represented in this study as one went extinct prior to 

sequencing). After 14 generations of selection, we showed that males from success-selected 

populations had higher mating success and sperm competitive ability and a smaller burden of 

deleterious recessive mutations that affect viability (Chapter 2). We used non-selected flies 

from these populations in the following analyses. 

SM5.2. Sequencing 

We pooled 70 females from each of the 11 populations after one generation of relaxed 

selection and stored these in ethanol prior to DNA extraction. DNA extraction, library 

construction and genome sequencing were all performed by the Australian Genome Research 

Facility. DNA was extracted from the homogenised tissue of 70 flies (for each line) using 

NucleoBond Buffer Set IV (Macherey-Nagel). 100-bp paired end libraries were constructed 

using an Illumina HiSeq2500 platform for each population. Image analysis was performed in 

real time by the HiSeq Control Software (HCS) v2.2.68 and Real Time Analysis (RTA) 

v1.18.66.3. RTA performs real-time base calling on the HiSeq instrument computer. Then the 

Illumina bcl2fastq 2.17.1.14 pipeline was used to generate the sequence data. Sequence reads 

were then aligned to the D. melanogaster reference genome downloaded from FlyBase 

(ftp://ftp.flybase.net/genomes/Drosophila_melanogaster/dmel_r6.08_FB2015_05/fasta/) using BWA (Li 

and Durbin, 2009). Alignments with mapping qualities of less than 15 were discarded 

(99.26% of reads had mapping qualities >30). The total number of paired-end reads ranged 

from 21.5 million to 23.2 million across the 11 samples. Of the 1.4 million loci, only 10% 

were represented in all 11 populations. Loci where the global frequency of the minor allele 

was <5% were discarded from analyses (in line with others; e.g. Turner and Miller, 2012) 

since very rare variants may represent sequencing errors and would not be informative for 

analyses. This makes the analyses conservative given that a main focus of the study is rare 
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variants. Any other errors are expected to be randomly distributed across the 11 samples. 

After screening, we had 55,567 insertion/deletion/single nucleotide polymorphisms.  

SM5.3. Identifying candidate loci 

We applied two approaches for identifying candidate loci (i.e. those variants that may have 

contributed to the response to selection on male mating success). For our first approach, we 

calculated the frequency of the minor allele (the rare allele across all 11 populations) at each 

locus for each population. Following Turner et al. (2011), we then calculated the DiffStat 

score at each locus as the minimum allele frequency difference between any combination of 

high versus low line (i.e. F1 versus S2, F3 versus S4, etc; where F is failure-selected 

populations and S is success-selected). The DiffStat is zero unless all four populations of one 

selection regimen have a higher or a lower frequency than all four populations from the other 

selection regimen. We then calculated the maximum allele frequency difference between any 

combination of populations within a selection regimen (i.e. variation caused by drift; control 

populations were included). Candidate loci were those where the DiffStat was greater than 

drift. We then performed a randomisation test to identify how many positive DiffStat scores 

would be expected by random chance from 55,567 samples (i.e. how many times would all 

four up lines have a higher or lower allele frequency than all four down lines). 

For our second approach, we analysed the effect of selection regimen on the read counts 

of the minor and major alleles with quasibinomial generalised linear models (GLMs), 

generating P values at each locus with ANOVAs with default F tests. We adjusted for 

multiple testing using q values with a FDR of 0.05 (Storey and Tibshirani, 2003). Values of P 

less than 9.50e
-5

 were statistically significant. GLMs were performed for success versus 

failure selection, and for both selection regimens against the control populations 

independently. We identified only one locus where the control populations were significantly 

divergent from both selection regimens in opposite directions (3R – 20224662; 

FBgn0083975). 

SM5.4. Hypergeometric test for over-representation of SDVs in sliding windows 

We then tested for over-representation of SDVs in 50kb sliding windows with 10kb step sizes 

(following Jha et al., 2015). Based on the number of variants and SDVs per chromosome 

arm, we calculated the probability of identifying s SDVs from n variants in each window. As 
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with the GLMs, we corrected for genome-wide multiple testing using q values (Storey and 

Tibshirani, 2003). Given the very low number of SDVs across the genome, any windows 

with two or more SDVs were significantly enriched. Overall we identified 304 windows with 

at least one SDV, and 85 of these had two or more. 

We then performed a permutation test to identify whether or not the 85 significant 

windows were over- or under-represented on any of the five major chromosome arms. To do 

so, we resampled 1,000 sets of 85 windows from across the five major arms and recorded the 

arm on which the windows were represented. We then compared the location of our 85 

significant windows to the null distribution generated from the resampling. 

SM5.5. Gene diversity 

We calculated the mean gene diversity from the 50kb sliding windows (to account for 

problems with linkage) for each chromosome arm and for the whole genome following Jha et 

al. (2015) (Tables S1 and S2). We then repeated this for the windows with >1 SDV (i.e. 

significantly enriched windows). 

We used a Friedman’s ANOVA to identify whether or not there was variation in gene 

diversity in 50kb sliding windows across populations, and post-hoc permutations tests to 

compare gene diversity between all line combinations. We identified significant variation in 

gene diversity among populations (P < 0.0001). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons are shown in 

Figure S5.4. We then repeated this for the windows enriched with SDVs (Figure S5.4).  

SM5.6. Enrichment analysis 

Finally, we explored the Gene Ontology (GO) of the SDVs to identify the function of gene 

sets associated with the divergence. To do so, we used GOWINDA (Kofler and Schlötterer, 

2012), a program designed for identifying significant GO terms in GWAS.  We downloaded 

GO terms from FuncAssociate3.0 and an annotated genome from FlyBase. We ran the 

enrichment analyses for all four of our data sets, identifying 907, 788, 1123, and 444 GO 

terms for SDVs, DiffStat > drift, all (candidates identified as SDVs or DiffStat > drift), and 

both (candidates identified as SDVs and DiffStat > drift), respectively. GOWINDA performs 

permutations tests (100,000 simulations) to calculate the significance (FDR corrected) of 

overrepresentation of GO terms by randomly sampling sets of polymorphisms from the data 
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and recording the genes associated with each polymorphism (Kofler and Schlötterer, 2012). 

The observed GO terms of the SDVs are then compared to this null distribution to identify 

FDR-corrected significance levels. 
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5.5 Supporting Figures and Tables 

 
Figure S5.1 | Allele frequency spectra of control (light grey), failure-selected (white) and 

success-selected (dark grey) populations for all loci (A) and loci with DiffStat > 0 (B). The bottom 

figure represents the allele frequency spectrum of polymorphisms that may have been under selection 

and clearly demonstrates that the success-selected populations have substantially more low frequency 

alleles than failure-selected populations, consistent with the purging of deleterious mutations in 

success-selected populations.  
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Figure S5.2 | Gene diversity in sliding windows throughout the genome (white) or in windows 

enriched with SDVs (black) for each of the four data sets. All four data sets (A; SDVs, B; 

DiffStat > Drift, C; Significant for either approach, D; Significant for both approaches) show that 

gene diversity for the three regimens is similar across the genome, but higher in failure-selected 

populations and lower in success-selected populations for significantly enriched windows. 
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Figure S5.3 | Significance at each variant position as determined by GLMs. Note that the cut off 

for significance was –log(P) = 4.04. 
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 C1 C2 C3 F1 F2 F3 F4 S1 S2 S3 S4 

C1                       

C2                       

C3            

F1                       

F2                       

F3                       

F4                       

S1                       

S2                       

S3                       

S4                       

Figure S5.4 | Heat map of pairwise comparisons for gene diversity (C; control, F; failure-

selected, S; success-selected; numbers are the replicate lines). Above the diagonal is for SDVs and 

below is genome-wide. Blue indicates non-significant differences, red indicates highly significant 

differences, and orange represents ‘marginally’ significant (cut-off P > 0.001). 
 

 

 

 

Table S5.1 | Mean heterozygosity in 50kb sliding windows with 10kb step sizes across each of the 

five major chromosome arms. 

  C1 C2 C3 F1 F2 F3 F4 S1 S2 S3 S4 

Mean 

F 

Mean 

S 

2L 0.18 0.16 0.19 0.14 0.16 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.17 0.17 0.15 0.20 0.17 

2R 0.20 0.18 0.16 0.15 0.18 0.20 0.16 0.21 0.21 0.14 0.20 0.18 0.19 

3L 0.19 0.17 0.19 0.17 0.19 0.19 0.16 0.15 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.18 0.16 

3R 0.20 0.14 0.20 0.20 0.23 0.21 0.18 0.16 0.12 0.18 0.15 0.21 0.15 

X 0.16 0.14 0.16 0.15 0.16 0.11 0.18 0.14 0.17 0.16 0.14 0.15 0.15 

TOTAL 0.19 0.16 0.18 0.16 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.18 0.17 

 

 

 

Table S5.2 | Mean heterozygosity for windows with >1 SDV 

  C1 C2 C3 F1 F2 F3 F4 S1 S2 S3 S4 

Mean 

F 

Mean 

S 

2L 0.06 0.18 0.24 0.24 0.22 0.26 0.21 0.15 0.08 0.10 0.05 0.23 0.09 

2R 0.37 0.14 0.07 0.20 0.24 0.29 0.24 0.05 0.20 0.05 0.07 0.26 0.10 

3L 0.09 0.18 0.21 0.25 0.25 0.27 0.14 0.07 0.11 0.09 0.15 0.22 0.11 

3R 0.16 0.08 0.13 0.20 0.25 0.23 0.22 0.14 0.06 0.14 0.07 0.23 0.10 

X 0.09 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.17 0.21 0.20 0.10 0.14 0.04 0.21 0.19 0.13 

TOTAL 0.13 0.14 0.18 0.22 0.24 0.25 0.20 0.12 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.23 0.10 
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A principal focus in evolutionary biology has been on explaining how genetic variation is 

maintained in fitness-related traits. The lek paradox is an attractive framework in which to 

explore this focus. In this thesis, I have demonstrated that there is substantial additive genetic 

variation underlying male mating success in D. melanogaster, and a significant proportion of 

this variation is supplied by deleterious mutations. The power of my experiments was the 

accumulation of loser genes; this gave me a great opportunity to explore important questions 

in a simple framework – by comparing traits between flies from success- and failure-selected 

populations. I used a range of traditional and contemporary approaches to address key 

evolutionary questions. 

In my first chapter, I explored how artificial selection and experimental evolution studies 

have shaped our understanding of the nature of additive genetic variation underlying sexually 

selected phenotypes. Much of our understanding has come from experiments addressing 

genetic benefits of mate choice; direct assessment of the evolutionary forces maintaining 

genetic variation has been less well explored and needs careful consideration. In this review, I 

provided a range of future directions for exploring the genetic basis of sexually selected 

variation through the use of experimental evolution and artificial selection experiments. 

In chapter 2, I provided novel evidence for the evolution of male mating success through 

female mate choice. This seemingly simple finding has important implications for 

understanding the selective pressures acting on female choice. Recent empirical evidence 

suggested that the evolution of male mating success was constrained by its multivariate 

nature, and, therefore, genetic benefits were inaccessible to females. My results contrast with 

this, revealing that 14 generations of selection for winners and losers leads to divergence in 

male mating success. Moreover, I provide evidence that this divergence correlates positively 

with the evolution of sperm competitiveness and negatively with the load of deleterious 

mutations affecting egg-to-adult viability. Hence, my results add to a growing body of 

evidence that shows that sexual selection on males is important for population fitness.  

In my third chapter, I applied Kelly’s (1999) selection and inbreeding approach to male 

mating success and body size to test the alleles responsible for variation in these quantitative 

traits. The approach relies on the premise that, if variation is supplied by rare, partially 

recessive alleles, then selecting down for a trait will increase the frequency of these alleles 

and, therefore, increase inbreeding depression for the trait. Hence, Kelly’s (1999) ratio test of 

inbreeding effects to selection effects provides a direct assessment of the alleles underlying 
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quantitative trait variation. However, my results revealed challenges associated with Kelly’s 

(1999) method, where accumulation of deleterious load can cause differences in viability that 

might obscure the results of the ratio test. I suggested that viability assays could address this, 

and, therefore, that these are important adjuncts to this approach. Through a series of 

simulations, I provided guidance for future studies employing this approach. 

In my fourth chapter, I evaluated the sex comb as an indicator trait. My results contrast 

with previous evidence in this system; males from success-selected populations had 

significantly larger sex combs than males from failure-selected populations, although they 

were not more symmetrical. More importantly, sex combs in failure-selected populations 

evolved to be ‘condition-independent’, but were condition-dependent in success-selected 

populations, demonstrating that sexual selection acts on sex comb size and enforces the 

honesty of this display. These results suggest that sex combs are under sexual selection in this 

system, and act to signal the genetic quality of males. 

Finally, I demonstrated the power of genomic approaches for studies of sexual selection 

and the maintenance of genetic variation. Flies from success-selected population had lower 

gene diversity in areas of the genome associated with divergence, which aligns with the 

evidence of purging viability-affecting mutations. Therefore, I provided novel genomic 

evidence for the lek paradox, while also suggesting that genetic variation in mating success is 

supplied by mutations throughout the genome, in line with genic capture theory. 

Overall, my key findings provide empirical evidence for a genic capture resolution to the 

lek paradox. I was able to demonstrate that inbreeding depression was purged in success-

selected lines, which aligned with a reduction in gene diversity in these populations. 

However, I found no genome-wide reduction in genetic variation, and male mating success 

maintained substantial inbreeding load, suggesting that numerous genes of small effect 

remain; sensu Houle-ian genic capture. 

Future directions 

In this thesis, I have explored potential areas for future research. Here, I aim to briefly 

summarise a few key directions that take advantage of, or expand on, my research. 
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First, there is potential in Kelly’s selection and inbreeding approach for quantifying the 

contribution of rare, partially recessive alleles to quantitative trait variation. If a substantial 

proportion of quantitative trait variation is supplied by deleterious alleles, this will, for 

example, greatly influence a population’s ability to respond to selection (e.g. selection arising 

from climate change). Artificial selection is a common approach to tackling evolutionary 

questions, and any artificial selection experiment should aim to quantify the response to 

selection. Hence, studies need only (although this could be a substantial workload in some 

contexts) include trait values of inbred individuals (of known inbreeding coefficients) in 

order to apply the ratio test. In this way, we could rapidly generate a large body of data on the 

contribution of rare, recessive alleles to the genetic variation underlying different quantitative 

traits. In chapter 2, I provided some insights that could be useful to future research applying 

this approach. 

Second, there is value in understanding the losers (as I have discussed ad nauseam 

throughout this thesis). This is largely because good genes are, fundamentally, an absence of 

bad genes so directly evaluating these bad genes is a powerful approach. The most common 

manipulations of sexual selection have been to vary sex ratios (e.g. sexual selection on males 

is higher in male-biased populations) or enforce monogamy, diluting the accumulation of bad 

genes. Scrutinising the genes that make a loser, either in a single generation or accumulated 

over many generations, has great promise. 

Third, sexual selection studies should take advantage of the evolve and resequence 

approach (and genomic approaches generally) in, for example, populations where sexual 

selection intensity is manipulated. Surprisingly few studies have tackled fundamental 

questions of sexual selection using genomic approaches. 

Finally, my results have implications for conservation. The results presented in this thesis 

add another line of evidence to the importance of sexual selection to population fitness. 

Empirical evidence is mounting to support the notion that sexual selection is nature’s way of 

removing deleterious genes from populations (e.g. Lumley et al., 2015, Radwan, 2004). Yet, 

populations most in need of genetic rescue are often the ones deprived of the opportunity for 

sexual selection. Captive breeding programs actively remove sexual selection in order to 

minimise inbreeding and, more importantly, maintain genetic variation. In this thesis, I have 

revealed fitness costs to small populations maintained by dud males. While failure-selection 

is more extreme than enforced monogamy, I clearly demonstrate the negative effects of 
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maintaining bad genes in small populations. Hence, the goal of maintaining genetic variation 

in captive breeding may not necessarily be wholly advantageous. It is, therefore, imperative 

to begin to explore the potential costs and benefits of incorporating sexual selection in captive 

breeding programs. 
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